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Abstract

This practicum focussed on establishing an evaluation methodology for a specific urban

revitalization program. The Neighbourhood Development Assistance Program (NDAP)

of Neighbourhoods Alive! provides core operating funding to five neighbourhood

renewal corporations Q.{RCs) in Winnipeg, Brandon and Thompson. A literature review

explored literature on community development, urban rcvitalization and program/

organizational evaluation and, more specifically, literature concerning community

development corporations.

Establishing an evaluation methodology involved proposing a formative evaluation

model, an evaluability assessment of NDAP and developing suggested process and

outcome measurements. The formative evaluation model allows for an ongoing review of

NRC progress and suggestions for continuous program improvement. In order to assess

evaluability and begin to develop suitable measurements, a process of inquiry involved a

documentary analysis specifically of NDAP Guidelines and NRC Strategic Plans and

Budget Forecasts as well as consultation with key informants from the NRCs and five

select agencies involved in community development and urban revitalization.

Inquiry results suggested a significant revision of NDAP Guidelines in order to be more

evaluable: meaningful, specific, measurable and directional. Suggested process

measurements identified examining NRC financial, staff and community resources.



Improvements to local housing conditions, cofiìmunity facilities and neighbourhood

safety and increased employment and recreational opportunities were suggested as

outcomes. While quantitative measures were suggested for some outcomes such as

improvements to housing, more qualitative measures were suggested for outcomes such

as improvements to safetY.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This practicum has been undertaken by the student in order to meet the requirements of

the Master of Social Work (MSW) program. It has proposed to develop student

knowledge and skills in program and organizational evaluation by developing an

evaluation methodology for a particular urban revitalization program: the Neighbourhood

Development Assistance Program G\IDAP) of Neighbourhoods Alive! (NA!). In order to

accomplish this goal, the student has examined the intent of this program as well as the

context in which it exists. By examining the first two years of the program, the student

has sought to develop and to begin to test an evaluation methodology.

1.1 Rationale-Problem Statement

The student has been employed as Co-ordinator of Neighbourhoods Alive! (NA!) since

September of 2000. The Neighbourhood Development Assistance Program (NDAP) is a

critical component of NA! The development of an evaluation framework for NA!, in

general, was undertaken in 2002by contracting an external evaluator. Another consultant

was also contracted at this time to assist the neighbourhood renewal corporations Q'trRCs)

served by NDAP in jointly identiffing, with NA!, acceptable outcome measures.



The subjects, the NRCs identified, play a key role in the revitalization efforts in the

neighbourhood(s) which they serve. NA! has asked these organizations to partner with

them in playing a coordinating role in revitalization efforts within their respective

communities/ neighbourhoods. NA! has developed a working relationship or partnership

with these organizations. By providing up to five years of developmental/ operating

funding, NDAP is allowing these organizations to develop their structures and become

fully functional as neighbourhood renewal corporations (NRCs)'

Accountability is an issue that is of considerable importance within funding programs at

all levels of government. Within the Province of Manitoba, auditing and other

requirements are to be met which can include a performance evaluation component.

There is also general concern that NA! address the intent of the initiative in a cost-

effective manner.

The NRCs are held accountable by their funders, but also by their members, boards of

directors, and staff. They share an interest in revitalization that is particular to the

neighbourhood(s) they serve, but also some commonality of purpose. In this regard,

developing an evaluation process to meet both the common interests of NA! and the

respective NRCs appears to be a mutually beneficial course of action.



1.2 Professional Learning Obj ectives

Acquiring knowledge and developing skills in program evaluation are essential goals of

the MS'W ptogram, particularly in the Social Planning and Administration Stream.

Evaluation is a required course in the MSW Program at the University of Manitoba.

While knowledge can be acquired through academic study, skill is acquired through

practice and application of knowledge. This practicum has proposed to further develop

the student's knowledge base and put into practice this knowledge through the following

learning objectives:

To acquire greater knowledge in program and organizational evaluation, urban

revitalization progfams and community development corporations through an

extensive literature review.

To develop skills in evaluation by applying this knowledge in determining the

evaluability of the Neighbourhood Development Assistance Program (NDAP)'

developing a suitable methodology for the evaluation of NDAP including

measurement tools and beginning to implement a program evaluation process'

To demonstrate apractical application of knowledge and skill by developing an

applicable methodology for the evaluation of NDAP, assessing initial results and

suggesting a process for continuous program improvement. This will be

accomplished by implementing a process of inquiry including a documentary

analysis, particularly of NDAP Guidelines and other relevant documents and

I
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consultation with Executive Directors of the Neighbourhood Renewal

Corporations served by NDAP as well as key informants from five selected

agencies that have been extensively involved in urban revitalization.

t To contribute to the knowledge base of urbanrevitalization, community

development and evaluation by examining a particular urban revitalization

initiative (Neighbourhoods Alive!) and local neighbourhood revitalizationmodels

(l'trei ghb ourho o d Renewal C orporations in Manitob a).

To a considerable extent, the student's knowledge base can be assessed by the extent and

scope of the literature review. While there is considerable literature on program

evaluation, urban revitalization, and community development, it has been more of a

challenge to link these topics. The ability of the student to discuss issues related to

evaluation in this context further demonstrate his understanding. Demonstrating the

ability to apply this knowiedge illustrates the level of skill developed.

Developing an evaluation methodology for NDAP demonstrates the skill of the student in

applying this particular knowledge base to this situation. The practicality of employing

the evaluation methodology, further demonstrates the success the student has had in

developing his own skill in program evaluation. The Manager of Neighbourhood

Programs, including NDAP, has been represented on the student's Practicum Committee

allowing for some direct assessment of the utility of the practicum.



While the formal evaluation of NA! has initially been contracted to external evaluators,

the evaluators have depended to a considerable extent on the staff of NA! and the

neighbourhood renewal corporations Q.trRC's) for the context, data, and overall direction.

By developing this evaluation methodology, the student has actively involve himself in

this process. There are both elements of program and organizational evaluation

considered here. As well, it provides for an ongoing assessment of this program as an

integral component of the NA! strategy.

In order to augment a self-assessment, the student has consulted on a regular basis with

his MSW Advisor. Another member of the practicum committee is also the student's

employer. He is in a unique position to comment on whether the student has

demonstrated greater knowledge and skills in program evaluation and whether the

practicum has some more immediate utility. Finally, the Executive Directors of the

NRCs have regular contact with the student and are also in a position to comment on the

practicum and student's progress.

1.3 Local Context-Urban Revitalization and Community Development

As elsewhere in North America and throughout much of the developed world, the inner-

city of Winnipeg experienced physical, social, and economic deterioration in the post-war

era. Betwe en 1945 and 1981 , Winnipeg's core area population decline dby 23%-



Between 1962 and I976,there was a 2Io/o decline in core area employment and poverty

rates were five times that of the city average. (Decter and Kowall, 1990)

In the late 1960's, the three levels of government contributed to a housing renewal project

in the North End of Winnipeg. "Slum housing" was cleared to make way for Lord

Selkirk Park, which remains as the largest public housing complex in Winnipeg. This

had been referred to as the "bulldozer" approach to urban renewal. City Planners had

identified this area as in need of major renewal and despite some opposition from local

residents, the development proceeded. (Yauk)

Lord Selkirk Park continues to provide affordable housing for residents of Winnipeg. It

has also concentrated some of the poorest residents into this inner-city neighbourhood'

The area has been recognized since the 1980's as the "low-track" for young prostitutes,

the birthplace of the Indian Posse youth gang, and for the shooting death of 12 year old

"Beeper" Spence. The Lord Setkirk Park Tenants' Association has been working since

1988 to improve their living circumstances and alter that image. While other large public

housing projects were also constructed in Winnipeg, the trend has been to smaller

developments located throughout the city.

As a Community Organizer with the Community Education and Development

Association (CEDA), the student worked between 1988 and 1993 in Lord Selkirk Park.

With the assistance of CEDA, the Lord Selkirk Park Tenants'Association was revived



after more than a decade. The association managed to effectively lobby for major

physical improvements, although many of their concerns focussed on social conditions'

Several groups, including the tenants association, raised over $ 1 million towards the

construction of Turtle Island Neighbourhood Centre in 1992. The Core Area Initiatives

and the City of Winnipeg provided the majority of funding. Turtle Island currently

houses a range of recreational, social, educational, and cultural programs offered by

several agencies and. organizations, including the local organization of Turtle Island

Neighbourhood Centre .

In the 1970's, the City of Winnipeg implemented the Neighbourhood Improvement

Program, a federal government initiative with participation by all three levels of

government. (Lyon and Newman, 1986) Inner-city neighbourhoods with extensive social

and economic needs were targeted for renewal efforts. Physical improvements to local

streets, parks, and community facilities were targeted. Local residents and other

stakeholders were consulted as to priorities for improvement. The Province of Manitoba

and City of Winnipeg continued support to older neighbourhoods through the Community

Revitalization Program, moïe recently renamed "Building Communities"'

By 1981, the first Core Area Initiative, a comprehensive five-year revitalization strategy,

was launched with $96 million contributed by the three levels of govemment. As well as

providing for physical improvements to infrastructure and community facilities, it also

provided for social and economic development in Winnipeg's inner-city. $54 million was



targeted for economic development including Logan Industrial Development, North of

Portage Redevelopment, CN East Yards Redevelopment, and Historic and

Neighbourhood Main Streets. $26.5 million was targeted to Employment and

Aff,rrmative Action, Housing, Community Improvement, and Community Facilities.

(Decter and Kowall)

CEDA was involved in organizing local residents, in the North Logan neighbourhood,

who opposed the expropriation of their homes for an industrial park. A compromise was

reached which allowed for substantial housing redevelopment as an alternative. As

opposed to Lord Selkirk Park, many houses were renovated, infill houses built to

encourage continued home ownership, and small-scale public housing development.

North Logan remains as a physically revitalized, although socially and economically

challenged, neighbourhood.

Decter and Kowall identify some of the impacts of CAI. Although the original

commitment was $96 million, they estimate that CAI initiatives generated approximately

$506 million in revitalization efforts with almost half of that amount from the private

sector. The most visible capital improvements were through the establishment of the

North Portage and Forks Corporations. Over 5,000 individuals received employment

training from over 100 companies. While an estimated 3,000 permanent jobs were

created, fewer than 50%o went to core area residents. Over 5,000 homeowners received

renovation assistance and 484 new housing units developed. CAI was renewed for a



second five-yearterm in 1986.

Silver (2000) criticizes CAI as having had a very limited impact on changing the

circumstances of poverfy in the core area of V/innipeg. While $196 million was injected

into the core area between 1981 and 1992, a large portion of these funds went to "bricks

and moftar" projects such as North Portage Place. He cites the 1990 Community Inquiry

into Inner-City Revitalizationwhich criticized CAI for not having sufficient community

participation and that "resources should be allocated to community, self-help, grassroots

projects/ groups that foster local ownership and responsibility". Silver identifies a new

role for government as neither designing nor delivering "solutions" to inner-city decline,

but to core fund community organizations under a defined set of criteria, standards, and

accountability measures.

Based on census data, the City of Winnipeg (2002) has developed Neighbourhood

Profiles for over 200 V/innipeg neighbourhoods. According to 1996 census data, all of

the five V/innipeg neighbourhoods targeted have continued to decline in population. In

most cases, however, this decline was more acute prior to 1981. While West Broadway's

population declined by 22% between 1971 and 1981, it has only declined an additional

l%obetween 1981 and 1996. A dramatic difference is Lord Selkirk Park where the

population declined by 20% between I97 | and 1 98 i , but continued to decline by an

additional 28o/obetween 1981 and 1996. (Appendix)
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poverty also continues to be chronic in these neighbourhoods with the incidence of low-

income families three times that of the avercge in V/innipegín1996. Unemployment

rates were also about three to four times that of the average in Winnipeg. There are some

notable differences between these neighbourhoods. While the percentage of adults with

less than a high school diploma was double the Winnipeg average in Lord Selkirk Park,

the percentage in West Broadway was equivalent to the Winnipeg average. While only

5o/o ofV/est Broadway residents are homeownerc,40%o of William Whyte and North

point Douglas residents continue to own their own homes. Although only 9%o of

residents of Lord Selkirk Park are visible minorities, they constitute 40Yo of Spence

residents. (Appendix B)

The Winnipeg Development Agreement (V/DA) allocated $75 million for renewal efforts

between 1996 and200l. As opposed to NIP and CAI, renewal efforts were not confined

to the inner-city, although West Broadway, Spence, and Lord Selkirk Park continued to

be targeted for support by the City of Winnipeg. Unlike CAI, the three levels of

government did not establish a single delivery mechanism, but delivered various

programs through their own administration. While WDA had a broad city-wide mandate,

some criticism has been levelled at the lack of focus and that each level of government

simpty administered their own programs with little coordination between the levels of

government.
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Neighbourhoods Alive! Context

NA! was initiated by the Province of Manitoba in June of 2000. It is both a framework

for several programs within the provincial government and "a long-term community-

based social and economic strategy" Q.treighbourhoods Alive! Brochure, 2000) for urban

revitalization. One of the NA! programs is the Neighbourhood Development Assistance

Program OIDAP) which will provide up to five years of operational funding to specific

NRCs.

NDAP was established in December of 2000. It was based on the Province of

Saskatchewan's program which provides support to Neighbourhood Development

Organizations QIIDO's). In 2000, Saskatchewan provided financial and technical support

to three NDO's in Regina, Saskatoon, and Prince Albert. NDAP provides operating

funding of $75,000 to $200,000 per year for up to f,rve years based on size of population

served and scope of activities to selected NRCs. These NRC's are considered to be

critical to the NA! aim of developing community capacity for neighbourhood

revitalization and can be considered the clientele of NDAP.

For the initial phase of NA!, Thompson, the core area of Brandon and five Winnipeg

neighbourhoods have been targeted for the focus of revitalization efforts. Winnipeg,

Brandon and Thompson are the largest urban centres in Manitoba. Brandon has a

growing population and economic base, although there is a growing shortage of

11



affordable housing and a deteriorated core area. Thompson has declined in population

over several years due to a substantial reduction in the workforce of its main employer,

INCO, and issues such as a growing disparity between lower and higher income earners.

The five Winnipeg neighbourhoods of West Broadway, Spence, Point Douglas, Lord

Selkirk Park, and William Whyte have been designated by the City of Wiruripeg as Major

Improvement Areas due to conditions such as substantially higher than average incidence

of substandard housing and lower than average income levels.

Within these communities, there are five existing or developing neighbourhood renewal

corporations Q.{RCs) : West Broadway Development Corporation, Spence Neighbourhood

Association, and North End Community Renewal Corporation in Winnipeg, Brandon

Neighbourhood Renewal Corporation, and Thompson Neighbourhood Renewal

Corporation. Some of these involve a single neighbourhood such as the West Broadway

Development Corporation or a portion of an entire city such as the Brandon

Neighbourhood Renewal Corporation. All of these organizations have formed within the

past six years and, in some cases, have only been in existence for less than three years.

1.5 Clientele

As this practicum targets the Neighbourhood Development Assistance Program of

Neighbourhoods Alive!, the primary client is Neighbourhoods Alive!, Province of

Manitoba. As NDAP focuses on five neighbourhood renewal corporations Q.{RCs) and
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these NRCs are integral to NDAP, the five NRCs are equally involved as clients.

Neighbourhoods Alive! is in the process of developing an overall evaluation framework.

This process was still under way as of March 3I,2003, although NA! has completed its

third year of operation. NA! has an interest in ensuring evaluation processes are

developed for NDAP. This is supported by the Manager of Neighbourhood Programs,

including NA!, agreeing to participate on the student's practicum committee.

The West Broadway Development Corporation (WBDC) was incorporated in 1998 as the

incorporated body of the 'West Broadway Alliance: a network of community

organizations within West Broadway. West Broadway is one of the older established

neighbourhoods in Winnipeg dating back to the early 1900's. While it was originally

home to some of the wealthier business and political leaders in V/innipeg, it can now be

considered a working class and inner-city neighbourhood, although with an eclectic mix

of families, students, and various ethnic groups. WBDC was involved in developing a

Neighbourhood Plan in 1998 with the assistance of the City of 'Winnipeg and operating

funding from the Winnipeg Development Agreement.

The Spence Neighbourhood Association (SNA) also represents a single neighbourhood

within the irurer-city of Winnipeg. Spence is also an older working class neighbourhood

in the inner-city of Winnipeg which is home to one of the largest populations of recent

immigrants to Winnipeg, particularly immigrants from South-East Asia. V/hile SNA was

incorporated in 2000, it was preceded by the Winnipeg Inner City Housing Organization

13



(WICHO) which operated in Spence from 1998 to 2000. WICHO also received financial

and technical assistance from the City of Winnipeg under the Winnipeg Development

Agreement to develop and implement a Neighbourhood Plan.

The North End Community Renewal Corporation Q.trECRC)serves several

neighbourhoods in the North End of Winnipeg with a combined population and

geography similar in size to the City of Brandon. While these neighbourhoods were

home to mainly Eastern European immigrants during the early part of the twentieth

century, they are currently dominated by Aboriginal peoples and recent immigrants

particularly from the Phillippines. NA! has targeted three North End Winnipeg

neighbourhoods for support: North Point Douglas, Lord Selkirk Park, and William

Whyte. Similar to West Broadway, North Point Douglas is one of the oldest

neighbourhoods in Winnipeg, actually preceding the incorporation of the City of

Winnipeg. Originally home to the Selkirk settlers beginning in the nineteenth century, it

is now a working class neighbourhood of Winnipeg. Lord Selkirk Park is dominated by a

large public housing complex established in 1968. William Whyte is the largest of the

three neighbourhoods situated adjacent to the older retail district of Selkirk Avenue.

(Appendix C)

NECRC was also incorporated in 1998, but did not receive any financial operating

support from government until2001. Its founders, the Community Education and

Development Association (CEDA), Supporting Employment and Economic Development
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(SEED)'Wiruripeg, and the Mennonite Central Committee (MCC), based it's model on

RESO in South West Montreal. Like RESO, NECRC established anorgarization which

could provide technical support to resident, business, and social service organizations

within the old North End of Winnipeg (population of approximately 38,000).

Brandon Neighbourhood Renewal Corporation was incorporated in 2000, the same year

as the launch of NA! Although the second largest city þopulation approximately 38,000)

in Manitoba, NA! has provided Brandon's first access to a provincial urban revitalization

initiative. Brandon has been a hub for rural communities in South-West Manitoba since

the late 1800's. While it has enjoyed both economic and population growth in recent

years, this has resulted in a critical shortage of affordable housing, but an opportunity to

revitalize older buildings and infrastructure within the inner-city of Brandon.

The ThompsonNeighbourhood Renewal Corporation (TNRC) was incorporated in 2001.

Thompson was established as primarily a mining community by INCO in the 1950's.

Although having substantially declined in population (approximately 14,000 today) since

the 1970's, Thompson remains as a hub for Northern, primarily First Nation,

communities. TNRC has targeted the revitalization of smaller sub-neighbourhoods and

disadvantaged populations throughout the city.

The practicum concept was presented at a meeting attended by representatives of the five

NRCs as well as NA! staff. The NRCs are interested in evaluation from a somewhat

15



1.6

different perspective than NA! While NA! is an initiative of the Province of Manitoba

and public accountability is paramount, the NRCs are independent community-based

corporations accountable primarily to their members. The NRCs are also accountable to

their funders. As a major funder of all five of NRCs, NDAP maintains considerable

influence.

Formative Evaluation Model

A formative evaluation model has provided the basis for developing an evaluation

methodology for the Neighbourhood Development Assistance Program. Kettner et al.

(1990) describe formative evaluation as incorporating a monitoring approach to

evaluation. Monitoring program activities provides an information base for the

evaluation process. Whereas monitoring tracks the performance of program activities,

evaluation measures the results of those activities.

The rationale for a formative evaluation model is that both Neighbourhoods Alive! and

the five NRCs being recognized by NDAP can be considered to be at a formative stage of

development. NDAP will provide up to five years of developmental funding to identified

NRC's. Outcomes are placed in context of the developmental stage of NA! and NRCs.

We can monitor progress of NA! and NRCs in order to improve service delivery on an

ongoing basis
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The NDAP process is based on a community economic development approach to

revitalization. NDAP is to fund NRC's to establish operations which are democratic,

representative and responsive to the communities which they serve. The extent to which

NRCs are able to fulfill these expectations and that NDAP is able to facilitate this process

would be measured.

While some initial outcomes would be considered and measured on an annual basis, the

main consideration would be on the process of developing organizational capacity to

effect these outcomes. A progression would be expected where both Neighbourhoods

Alive! and the NRCs funded by NDAP are developing greater organizational capacity to

meet their objectives and effect progressively greater outcomes. Year One outcomes

would be expected to be modest in comparison to subsequent years. The stage of

development of the NRC, local context, and extenuating circumstances would be

considered. April 1,2001is being proposed as the baseline date for beginning to measure

NDAP objectives.

1.7 Inquiry Process

The relationship between NA! and the NRCs continue to be established. There have been

ongoing discussions between staff of NA! and the five NRC's regarding the evaluation

processes being implemented. The criteria for NDAP does provide some expectations of

the NRCs, but a consultative process is being viewed as the preferred method of
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developing an evaluation methodology for NDAP.

There are expectations of evaluation on behalf of both NA! and the NRCs. Issues of

accountability to the public, identifying measurable outcomes, and monitoring progress

aïe paramount to government initiatives such as NA! The NRCs are also concerned

about being accountable to their membership, the communities they serve, and inevitably

to their funders and the public atlarge. The process of involving local stakeholders such

as residents, service providers, and business owners is identified as being at least as

important as outcomes. In some cases, progress is viewed as self-evident depending on

the nature of the endeavours. Identiffing the common ground between NA! and the

NRCs is critical to this process.

The student employed the following process of inquiry in establishing an evaluation

methodology for the Neighbourhood Development Assistance Program QI{DAP):

A. Documentary Analysis

The Program Guidelines for the Neighbourhoods Development Assistance Program is the

main document detailing the program. It has been examined in detail in order to

determine evaluability. The NA! brochure also outlines the mission, goals, and

objectives of NA!. Finally, other Province of Manitoba documents such as the

Community Economic Development Lens provides further context. These have been

18



examined as to their relevance in terms of evaluating NDAP. Other relevant documents

include the NRC Neighbourhood Development Strategies.

B. Dialogue-Consultation with NRCs

NA! and NRC staff are actively engaged in ongoing dialogue. The NRCs and NA! are in

position to provide relevant commentary to each other. There is considerable informal

dialogue on an ongoing basis as part of the evolving relationship between NA! and NRC

staff. There have also been several meetings with NRC and NA! staff, particularly

regarding evaluation.

NA! staff regularly attend events such as the Annual General Meetings of the NRCs.

This allows for an assessment of the process the NRCs employ in recruiting Board

members, reporting relevant activities, and celebrating achievements. NRC

representatives were involved in planning a series of three NA! Urban Forums.

The student has chosen to interview each of the Executive Directors of the NRCs

specifically on evaluation of NDAP. This allowed for more precise commentary on the

object of the practicum. While the practicum proposal and Program Guidelines for

NDAP were used to guide the interview process, the subjects were allowed to freeiy

comment on NDAP and their perspective on evaluation.
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C. Consultation with Key Informants

NDAP is an exclusive program with only five client organizations, at this point. This

might change if an expansion of NA! is to occur in future years. Regardless, the model

employed limits participation. Other community-based agencies who are involved in

urban revitalizalion, community capacity building, and social planning were consulted:

- Social Planning Council of Winnipeg

- Community Education and Development Association

- The City of V/innipeg Planning Department

- Brandon and Area Planning Department

- The City of Thompson

The Social Planning Council (SPC) of Winnipeg has foremost been involved in

interpreting the changing demography of Winnipeg. In particular, measuring the

changing characteristics and extent of poverty has been of particular interest to this

organization. SPC organized a conference on "Building Sustainable Neighbourhoods" in

June of 2000 and has maintained a Co-ordinated Community Capacity Building

Committee as a result. SPC has been critical of the limitations, in terms of geography and

resources, ofNA!

The Community Education and Development Association (CEDA) has promoted resident
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involvement in revitalization efforts in the inner-city of Winnipe g for 25 years. This has

spanned the Neighbourhood Improvement Program, both Winnipeg Core Area Initiatives,

and the Winnipeg Development Agreement. CEDA was also involved in the

establishment of the North End Community Renewal Corporation.

The City of Winnipeg Planning Department has been involved in several revitalization

initiatives in Winnipeg. The City of Winnipeg delivered Neighbourhood Improvement

Program and Wiruripeg Development Agreement programs and was one of the three

partners in Winnipeg Core Area Initiatives. They continue to be a partner with the

Province of Manitoba and the Government of Canada in the Winnipeg Housing and

Homelessness Initiative.

The Brandon and Area Planning Department (BAPD) has been integral to the

establishment of the Brandon NRC. BNRC offices are housed within the BAPD building

and a BAPD staff member is represented on the BNRC Board of Directors. BNRC has

benefitted from planning and development expertise at BAPD and, conversely, BAPD

has also benefitted from the access to community input and extemal funding sources for

local projects.

The City of Thompson has only recently been engaged in the Neighbourhoods Alive!

process. The fairly recent establishment of Thompson NRC has provided a link to the

City of Thompson. Early meetings have indicated interest in collaborating on
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r evitalization efforts in Thompson.

1.8 Key Questions

Several broad questions were posed to direct the inquiry:

l. Are NDAP objectives evaluable?

2. Are NRC objectives evaluable?

3. Is there suff,rcient common ground between NDAP and NRC objectives?

4. What measures can be employed to assess NDAP objectives?

In order to be evaluable, Gabor et al. (1998) identifu four essential qualities of program

objectives:

0 meaningfulness

I specificity

0 measurability

0 directionality

Program objectives are meaningful when there is a direct and logical relationship to the

program goal. In order to be specific, objectives must be clear and complete in their

wording including specific action(s) to be completed, often within a specific time frame.

Objectives can be measured both quantitatively and qualitatively. Objectives must
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1.9

provide direction in terms of producing meaningful, specific, and measurable change.

(Gabor et al., 1998)

O r ganization of Practicum

The practicum report is comprised of five chapters. Chapter One provides an

introduction to the practicum including rationale, learning objectives, context, evaluation

model and process of inquiry. Chapter Two focuses on a review of the relevant literature.

Literature related to urban planning and revitalization, community development,

community development corporations as well as program and organization evaluation is

explored. Chapter Three provides description, analysis and synthesis of information

collected in the inquiry process. Relevant documents, particularly NDAP Guidelines, are

examined. Consultations with Directors of the NRCs and key informants of selected

community organizations are analysed. Finally, a synthesis of this information is

presented in order to provide an evaluability assessment of NDAP objectives. Chapter

Four explores suggests measurements to be applied to both process and outcome

objectives within the context of a formative evaluation model. Chapter Five identifies

conclusions and an evaluation ofthe practicum based on the student's learning objectives.
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Chapter2

Literature Review

Neighbourhoods Alive! attempts to utilize a community economic development approach

to urban revitalization. The basic goal of Neighbourhoods Alive! is to develop

community capacity for self-renewal within targeted communities/ neighbourhoods. One

of the main vehicles to promote sustainable neighbourhood renewal organizations is the

Neighbourhood Development Assistance Program G\IDAP).

Organization of literature review:

a) Urban Planning and Revitalization

b) Community Organizing

c) Community Development Corporations

c) Program and Organizational Evaluation

As urban revitalization has predominantly been considered the domain of Urban Planners,

much of the literature has been written by and for that profession. There is a particular

perspective that has primarily focussed on the physical environmental characteristics and

design aspects of cities. This perspective has expanded, in the post-war years, to include

greater consideration of the social and economic characteristics of cities.
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Community development (CD), to some extent, has been more of a domain of Social

Workers, although practitioners and authors may be from more diverse backgrounds.

Contemporary CD has also primarily developed in the post-war era. While the focus of

CD has been predominantly on human relations, community development corporations

utilize this perspective to physically, economically, and socially revítalize urban

neighbourhoods.

NDAP is a program which provides both financial and technical support to local

neighbourhood renewal corporations Q'{RCs) which are atype of community

development organization. NDAP as a program is integrally linked to the NRCs it

supports. Therefore, evaluation of NDAP will be considered from both a programmatic

and organizational perspective.

2.1 Urban Planning and Revitalization

Urban Planners have been particularly involved in the physical development and,

subsequently, the redevelopment of cities. Kelly and Becker (2000) identify a number of

approaches to urban planning, including neighbourhood-based planning, which they

believe works best in the context of a comprehensive plan. A comprehensive plan, in

their perspective, includes elements such as an inventory of existing physical, social and

economic conditions, a statement of needs and goals, and implementation strategies with

time frames. Neighbourhood planning resembles comprehensive plaruring, but provides
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greater detail for a smaller area.

In 7902,pioneer City Planner, Ebenezer Howard, developed the concept of the "garden

city model" promoting suburban development as the key to a more liveable area for urban

workers. Suburban development in Winnipeg, as in other North American cities, was

particularly promoted after World War II as a means of resettling returning veterans. This

has, however, arguably contributed to the accelerated deterioration of older established

neighbourhoods in inner-cities. In 1929, Clarence Perry promoted the concept of the

"neighbourhood unit" as a factor in planning residential street systems in New York.

Design characteristics employed the separation of main vehicle thoroughfares from

pedestrians in residential neighbourhoods. (Peterman, 2000)

Jacobs (1969) argued that city residents are mobile and that the concept of neighbourhood

must be fluid. She identified small street-level neighbourhoods of a few citl blocks as

places where local residents interact on a daily basis, but have little political influence.

She also identified city "districts" of a much larger size which serve to mediate between

inherently politically powerless neighbourhoods and the politically powerful city,

provincial, and national governments. In this sense, these districts contain the potential

for selÊgovernance by local residents.

Jacob's concept of districts lends support to NECRC's approach to revitalization as

opposed to WBDC or SNA. NECRC has identified a geographic area encompassing
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several neighbourhoods in the North End of Winnipeg with a population equal to the

entire city of Brandon. It also poses a challenge in both being able to represent and serve

such a large geographic area and population.

Hart and Johnston (2000) consider population shifts from a perspective of post-war

changes in industrial cities. They identiff that while the UK cities of London, Glasgow,

and Birmingham increased in population from 26 to 49 percent between 1901 and 1951,

these same cities declined in population from l9 to 53 percent between 1951 and 1991.

The economies of these urban centres were originally linked to railway termini, docks,

and associated services. Technological changes, particularly the advent of the automobile,

is cited as the main contributing factor to the overall decline in population.

While Winnipeg has continued to grow in population during the post-war years, the rate

of growth has also declined substantially from the first half of the twentieth century. This

is particularly evidenced by the decline in population within inner-city neighbourhoods.

As with other industrial cities, Winnipeg grew first as the meeting place of two rivers and

secondly as the gateway for the railroad to Western Canada. V/ith less reliance on these

forms of transport, there has been slower growth overall and negative growth within the

inner city.

Leo et al. (1998) cite " urban sprawl and ghettoisation" as the two main factors

contributing to urban decay. They identiff that while the population of Winnipeg grew
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by 4% between 1986 and 1996, municipalities adjacent to Winnipeg grew by an average

of 25o/o during that time period. Suburbs of Winnipeg have also grown substantially

during this time, while inner-city neighbourhoods have continued to decline in

population. The result, they contend, is the poorest families ghettoised in physically,

socially, and economically deteriorating neighbourhoods.

While inner-city Winnipeg populations have continued to decline in the post-war years,

the rate of decline in most of the fìve Winnipeg NA! Neighbourhoods has actually

slowed, and in some cases stabilized, since 1986. Revitalization efforts are visible in

these neighbourhoods including renovated and new housing, community centres, and

infrastructure. There is also evidence of improvements in social conditions, although

these neighbourhoods remain poorer than average.

Most urban revitalization efforts have targeted "distressed neighbourhoods". Distressed

neighbourhoods are characterized by Weston (2001) as having multiple social problems.

He identifies four indicators of distressed neighbourhoods as having a high (above

national average) incidence of:

1. Households living in poverty.
2. Single-parent families.
3. Households in receipt of public assistance.

4. Prevalence ofjoblessness amongst adult males.

There are also related issues that contribute to these indicators. Low education levels
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contribute to higher rates of unemployment. Low-incomes only provide low levels of

rent and subsequently substandard housing conditions.

All of the Winnipeg neighbourhoods targeted by Neighbourhoods Alive! can be

charucfeized by these factors. It is much more difficult to characterize neighbourhoods

in Brandon and Thompson as such as they differ substantially in scale. All of these

communities, however, do have significant populations that can be characterized by these

indicators.

Terms such as renewal, revitalization, and regeneration are often used interchangeably to

refer to a process of publicly-led intervention to improve physical, economic, and social

conditions in older and deteriorating urban centres. "Renewal" has often been used to

refer to interventions, following World War II, which focussed almost strictly on physical

improvements to infrastructure such as streets and bridges, parks, and the development of

social housing. The initial development of social housing was done in terms of slum

clearance and redevelopment of new multi-unit complexes. Renewal, however, is

curently used interchangeably with revitalization.

In the European context, particularly in the United Kingdom, "regeneration" is the term

currently used to refer to:

contprehensive and integrated vision and action which leads to the resolution of urban

problents snd which seeks to bring about o løsting improvement in the economic,
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physical, social, and environmental condition of an area that has been subject to change.

(Roberts, 2000)

Typical interventions involve neighbourhood strategies, training and education, and

physical improvements based on a comprehensive social, economic, and environmental

analysis.

In the North American context, revitalization appears to have been the preferred term

since at least the 1980's and refers to a similar process as regeneration, but with a distinct

focus on the central city and older deteriorating neighbourhoods. Wagner et al. (1995)

examine case studies of revitalization efforts in seven US cities and identifies public

investment as a catalyst for redevelopment and utilization of public-private partnerships

as common to all of the revitalization strategies examined. Other strategies such as

human investment, planning as a basis of action and creation of urban growth limits were

also identified in some of the cases.

Carroll (1990) identifies three phases of government intervention in housing in Canada:

the Development Phase (1945-68), the Social Reform Phase (1968-78), and the Financial

Control Phase (1978-present?). The development phase involved construction of new

housing for returning war veterans. The housing stock in Canada doubled during this

period, mainly within suburban development. The Social Reform Phase emphasized

community-involvement, intergovernmental co-ordination, and neighbourhood

revitalization. The Financial Control Phase began in a period of inflation and economic
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recession. The result has been a virtual withdrawal of the federal government in terms of

developing new social housing since 1993.

Aging inner-city neighbourhoods in North American and European cities have

demonstrated declines in population and subsequent physical, social, and economic

deterioration, particularly during the post-war years. While there have been efforts by

various states to promote the revitalization of inner-city neighbourhoods, state policies

have also contributed to the deterioration of these same neighbourhoods. The end result

is very uneven and uncertain development that has proven difficult to sustain.

2.2 Community Development

Community is commonly referred to as "both geographic areas and functional or special

interest groups" and "represents shared relationships and common interests among

people". (Wharf, 1997) In the context of this practicum, we are referring to urban

neighbourhoods as geographic communities. Although we may be referring from time to

time to more specif,rc communities, such as the urban Aboriginal community who reside

in many of these neighbourhoods, "community" is often used synonymously with

"neighbourhood".

Community development refers to a process of "bringing about change in communities",

that "process is more important than outcomes" and that "organizing is the key activity".
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(Wharf¡ Rothman (Ig74) identified three models of community organizing practice:

locality development, social action and social planning. Locality development refers to

efforts of localities such as neighbourhoods to co-operatively identify and resolve

problems. Social action involves oppressed communities taking action in order to effect

change. Social planning involves a rational and research-based approach to problem

solving. All of these models, while not mutually exclusive, can be viewed as effective or

limited in approach.

Community development corporations across North America heavily employ locality

development methods. They are usually focussed on geographic communities and efforts

to physically, socially and economically revitalize them. Social action tactics may

sometimes be employed to confront a slum landlord or a local merchant selling solvents

to minors. Social planning methods might also be used to identify community

demographics and to develop long-term strategies for change.

These models have been criticized by various interests including feminists, Blacks in the

US, First Nations in Canada, and community organizers as being too limiting or based on

faulty assumptions about society. Interestingly, Rothman proposed a fourth model of

social reform combining aspects of social action and planning, but did not elaborate on it

to the same extent as the other models proposed. Despite the criticisms, these models are

employed extensively and have been incorporated into the work of many community

or ganizations. (Wharf)
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JimLotz (Iggl) has identified the history of of community development in Canada as

beginning with self-help and mutual aid societies. In 1861, the first Canadian co-

operative was established in Stellarton, Nova Scotia. In 1900, Alphonse Desjardins

launched the caisse populaire (credit union) movement in Quebec.

In Winnipeg, the People's Co-op was established in 1928. At the time, the North End of

Winnipeg was predominantly composed of immigrants from Eastern Europe. The

politics of this part of the city were decidedly left-wing including communists, social

democrats, and progressive labour activists. Beginning with a fuel yard selling wood and

coal, the Peoples' Co-op began their dairy business in 1931 which continued to 1992.

During this period, the co-op provided employment for many residents of North End

Winnipeg, dairy products to independent grocers, and even dividends for members.

(Mochoruk,2000)

In contemporary terms, however, community organizing began in the post-war era. At

the same time that urban planners were involved in renewal efforts during the post-war

era, community organizers were becoming involved in organizing local residents in urban

neighbourhoods. Alinsky (i972) began organizing residents in the "back of the yards" in

Chicago during the post-war years. Often, resident associations were opposing proposed

development such as an autoroute or bridge which would run through their

neighbourhood. Concems often involved increased vehicle traffic, bisection of the

neighbourhood, and expropriation of private property to make way for public
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development.

Alinsky's tactics were often confrontational involvingorganizing residents to confront

local or state governments in opposition to proposed development. His methods involved

incorporating aspects of labour organizingand activism. He described himself as a

"political relativist" and the world as "an arena of power politics (comrpt and bloody)".

His approach to community organizing was pragmatic and recognizing the limitations as

well as the potential of his audience:

As an organizer I start from where the world is, as it is, not as I would like it to be.

(Alinslcy)

While there are examples of successful Alinsky campaigns, not all efforts ended

successfully. Many of the resident associations organized proved difficult to sustain.

Alinsky, however, continues to inspire community activists to this day. By the 1960's,

there appeared to be a recognition of involving local residents in plans for the

r ev ítalization o f their ne i ghb o urho o ds.

Community organizations continue to employ techniques developed by Alinsþ and his

successors. These organizations continue to mobilize local residents and other

stakeholders for action such as protests. The activist approach is often successful in

capturing the attention of the public, media, and the targets of such campaigns such as

corporations and govemments.
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John McKnight (1995) is critical of both community organizers such as Alinsky and the

"post -war social service industry". He considers the working-class neighbourhoods,

such as those of Alinsky's Chicago, to be currently more complex and disenfranchised

than was the case shortly after World War II. According to McKnight, the development

of institutionalized social services has damaged the sense of community in America:

The most significant development transforming America since World War II has been the

powerful social service economy and its pervasive serving institutions" (McKnight)

McKnight refers to the observations of Alexis de Toqueville visiting the United States in

1831. De Toqueville described a society developing very differently from contemporary

European society. De Toqueville observed small groups of common citizens coming

together to from organizations and solve problems. McKnight sees this tradition

continuing in both formal associations such as the American Legion and informal

associations such as social clubs in America. He promotes the use of techniques such

"asset mapping" and networking amongst potential stakeholders.

McKnight has influenced community organizinginV/innipeg as elsewhere. Networking

is one of the essential tools for community organizers. His asset-based approach has

added a dimension to community organizingthatrecognizes the existing knowledge and

skill-base of communities. This approach, however, is limited in the ability to mobilize

stakeholders for action or to develop a common vision.
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The work of Paulo Freire also influenced community organizinginNorth Amertca as

well as South America since the late 1960's. Freire, aBrazlhan Educator, developed an

approach which was critical of the traditional or "banking" concept of education that

viewed students as passive objects in which to deposit knowledge. Working with

primarily illiterate peasants inBrazil, he developed techniques with these oppressed

people which allowed them to engage in dialogue, critical thinking, and to develop

"praxis": translating liberation theory to action and reflection. (Freire, 1981).

Contemporary popular education techniques, such as the Planning Alternative

Tomorrows with Hope (PATH) process, owe much to the work of Freire. Pathing

involves participants engaged in a process of visioning, exploration, and action planning.

Participants are asked to envision a desired future state and work backwards to identiff

steps that will be required fo realize their goal. The process is graphically recorded, often

using pictorial representations. (Falvey et al., 1997)

The popular education approach of Freire also continues to be utilized by community

organizations. The PATH process is used by organizations in Winnipeg including the

neighbourhood renewal corporations. This process has been particularly effective in

identifuing local priorities for neighbourhood revitalization. While it is useful in

visioning exercises, specif,rc plans and actions often require employing other methods.

These practitioners and authors have been particularly influential amongst community
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organizers. Both Alinsky and Freire encouraged oppressed peoples to challenge their

oppressors whether landlords, corporate interests, or oppressive govemment regimes.

McKnight, on the other hand, views the "social service industry" as causing most damage

to the concept of community. His approach is much less confrontational than Alinsky

and perhaps not as critical as Freire.

Since the 1980's, the concept of Community Economic Development has gained

popularity in Canada, as elsewhere. Shragge (1997) identifies CED as " a fotm of

community organization practice". He goes on to state that:

CED is not printarily about economic development in the conventional sense of
stimulating the growth of private enterprise, but that is part of a tradition of community

intervention. Thus, there is a link between social and economic development, the

traditions of mobilization and advocacyfor social change, and the building of alternative

community ins titut ions.

Perry, Lewis, and Fontan (1993) identify liberal and progressive perspectives of CED.

The "liberal" perspective focuses on local economic development often undertaken by

municipal governments or community-based organizations with the goal of stimulating

local business activity and employmelìt. The "progressive" perspective emphasizes

community empowennent and the building of altemative institutions within

disadvantaged populations. Both these authors, as well as Shragge, favour the

progressive perspective.
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In some senses, CED is reminiscent of the selÊhelp, co-operative, and mutual aid efforts

of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The People's Co-op would certainly

find resonance in contemporary CED enterprises such as Neechi Food Co-op. The

Eastern European immigrants of the North End of the early twentieth century have been

replaced by Aboriginal peoples relocating to the inner-city and North End of Winnipeg in

the latter part of the twentieth century, yet share a similar approach to improving their

circumstances.

Wharf (lgg7) differentiates conÌmunity development from social movements. He states

that community development efforts have served to mobilize local residents to effect

desired change, establish community resources such as programs for youth, and develop

partnerships between governments and local communities. Community development

efforts, however, have "failed to alter significantly the grand issues of social policy".

Broader social movements, such as those promoted by feminists, environmentalists, and

First Nations, Wharf contends, have been effective in advocating and developing new

societal arrangement. This is evidenced by greater numbers of women in the workforce,

recent public and governmental support for the Kyoto Accord, and establishment of self-

governing arrangements for First Nations.
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2.3 community Development corporations - Planning meets organizing

Ley and Hasson (Igg4) identify four different types of neighbourhood associations:

ratepayers'associations, ethnic organizations, grassroots organizations, and co-productive

organizations. Ratepayers associations have been in existence since the late nineteenth

century in England and early in this century in North America. Their focus is often on

issues of local self-management and preservation of heritage. Ethnic otganizations have

formed to preserve traditions and advocate for immigrant groups. Grassroots

organizations, such as those organized,by Alinsky and followers, challenge the existing

order. Co-productive organizations are involved in decentralizationand experiments in

empo\üerment. The focus of this practicum is on the latter type of neighbourhood

organization.

peterman (2000) and Rubin (2001) identifu community development corporations

(CDCs) as community-based non-profit organizations who undertake efforts at local

revitalization. They combine a community organizing approach with efforts to effect

local physical, social and economic development. Since the 1960's, hundreds of CDCs

have formed in the US and more recently in Canada. In the US, CDCs are supported to a

large extent by charitable foundations, although the federal govemment also provides

funding. The development of affordable housing is often the focus, although some are

much more comprehensive in scoPe.
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In European cities such as Glasgow, Local Development Corporations (LDCs) have been

formed in several of the most impoverished areas of that city since 1990. The local

government authority has established regeneration areas that represent 44%o of the

population,but 56Yo of the total unemployment in Glasgow. These LDCs were

established to combat high concentrations of unemployment. In 2000, they employed 422

people and focussed on human resource and business development. (European

Commission, 2000)

in the Canadian context, we will examine three CDCs that have utilized a CED approach

to revitalizing their respective communities: New Dawn Enterprises in Cape Breton,

RESO in Montreal, and Quint Development Corporation in Saskatoon. Each of these

CDCs has contributed significantly to CED in Canada and have influenced the

subsequent establistrment of other CDCs including those in Winnipeg.

New Dawn Enterprises was incorporated in 1916 and claims to be the oldest CDC in

Ca¡ada. It currently employs 175 people from Cape Breton providing services to

approximately 600 other Cape Bretoners on a daily basis. New Dawn has established

several businesses providing affordable housing, personal care services, and employment

training. While having initially been considerably dependent on financial assistance from

government, New Dawn ventures claim to be self-sufficient and contribute $4.5 million

to the Cape Breton economy through wages, purchases, and taxes.

(www. earthfuture. com, 2003)
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Regroupement pour la relance economique et sociale du Sud-Ouest Montreal (RESO)

was formed in 1989 with a focus on renewal in five of the poorest neighbourhoods in

Montreal. These neighbourhoods had unemployment rates of 35Yo and approximately

50%o ofits residents relying on social assistance. By 1995, RESO claimed membership of

over 1,000 local residents. RESO has concentrated on two main avenues: employability

services and business services. It links between 700-800 individuals per year to the

labour market through job training and referrals. Between 1993 and 1995, it provided

support to 200 local businesses. RESO had initially been funded with support from the

City of Montreal, Province of Quebec, and the Caisse Populaire- the largest financial

institution in Quebec. (Lewis, 1997)

Quint Development Corporation was incorporated in 1995. It focuses on five of the

oldest and poorest neighbourhoods in Saskatoon. The Aboriginal population in these

neighbourhoods ranges from 27o/o to 45o/o and represents some of the poorest families in

Saskatoon. Quint maintains affordable housing, small business development, and

employment & training programs. By 2001, Quint had developed 68 units of affordable

family housing within five cooperatives, arranged loans for 14 businesses employing34

new full and part-time jobs, and trained 51 individuals in housing renovations. Quint is

core-funded by the Province of Saskatchewan's Neighbourhood Development

Or gaizations QIIDO) program. (Saskatchewan NDO Program Evaluation, 200l)
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Certainly many of the Manitoba NRC's are familiar with these Canadian CDCs, likely

much more so than US or UK examples. One of the founders of NECRC, as well as the

Executive Director of the Community Education and Development Association (CEDA),

had visited Montreal prior to the establishment of NECRC. That visit, and his research

into RESO, profoundly influenced the establishment of NECRC.

Conversely, there are some distinct differences between these examples and the local

context. CEDA, established in 1978, is a CDC that has promoted community

development and acted as a catalyst for the development of subsequent community

organizations such as NECRC. The V/innipeg Housing Rehabilitation Corporation

(WHRC) has developed and manages hundreds of units of affordable housing in

Winnipeg. SEED Winnipeg utilizes a CED approach to the development of small

businesses within the inner-city of Winnipeg. Community Ownership Solutions (COS) is

developing larger scale businesses such as one to provide construction services to

organizations undertaking the development of affordable housing and other inner-city

construction proj ects.

The Winnipeg NRCs have developed in this context and have established working

relationships with these larger and broader-based CDCs. The smaller NRCs, such as

WBDC and SNA, have contracted with WHRC and COS to provide housing

development and construction services. NECRC maintains a working relationship with

North End Housing Project, although they remain separate entities.
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To a large extent, the Manitoba NRCs have been financially dependent on the Province of

Manitoba. The larger Manitoba CDCs have also received financial support from the

province since at least 2001 . The establishment of Brandon NRC and Thompson NRC

coincides with the launch of NA! NDAP both recognizes the value of the NRC's and has

influenced their development.

Wharf (1997) implies a dilemma in the relationship between community development

orgarizafions and the state. He identifies five roles that these organizations can play:

1. Agent of the state.

2. Partner with the state.

3. Campaigning against the state.

4. Independent of the state.

5. Challenging state institutions.

Community organizations that are primarily funded, mandated, and regulated by the state

can be viewed as agents of the state. A concern is that governments can seek to

legitimize certain activities or off-load responsibilities to these community organizations.

Funding levels provided can be much lower than what would be provided to

governmental organizations undertaking similar work. Organizations challenging the

state can find it diffrcult or choose not to seek funding from governmental bodies. This

can limit their capacity to effectively operate, but allows them to operate the most

independently in terms of being able to criticize the state'
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2.4 Program/OrganizationalEvaluation

perry (2000) identifies three main purposes of program and organizational evaluation

related to CDCs: assessing effectiveness, operations, and priorities. Assessing

effectiveness often involves accounting for resources in relation to benefits derived (e.g.

cost-benefit analysis). Assessing operations involves identifying ways of improving

current activities. Assessing priorities can involve a revision of the mission statement'

Governmental initiatives such as NA! must be able to demonstrate their effectiveness in

order to justify their continued existence. V/hile there might be examples of ineffective

govefilmental programs that continue to function over many years, not being able to

demonstrate effectiveness makes the continued existence of these programs tenuous. The

same can be said of commun ity organizations and their programs. Assessing operations

allows for continuous program improvement related to effectiveness. Priorities do

change over time and organizations, whether governmental or non-profit, should re-visit

their purpose.

Gabor,Unrau, and Grinnell (1998) distinguish between process versus outcome

. evaluation. Outcome evaluation involves demonstrating nature of change of subjects and

accountability in terms of whether a program is achieving its promised objectives.

Process evaluation focuses on service delivery and program operations by monitoring a

program. Kettner, Moroney, and Martin (1990) define formative versus summative
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evaluation processes. Summative evaluations focus on outcomes or the extent to which

particular program has been successful based on achievement of stated objectives. 'ü/hile

formative evaluation tends to focus on process, it is a means of monitoring the

development of a program in progress.

The author of this practicum is choosing not to view process and outcomes as mutually

exclusive. While a formative evaluation methodology will focus primarily on process,

greater outcomes should be demonstrated over time. As the NRC's being considered are

at different stages in development, there is an opportunity to view outcomes

comparatively. It would be expected that an NRC in its fifth year of operation will be

able to demonstrate significantly greater outcomes than one in the first year of operation'

Gittell and Vidal (1998) identify outcomes such as housing, employment and business

development can be quantifiably measured over a long term. They do, as well, identifr

more qualitative intermediate outcomes particular to building community capacity.

Community capacity implies that community can act in ways that promote or sustain the

well-being of the community and its components including individuals, groups,

organizations, networks, and the local environment. Factors such as resources,

leadership, networks of relationships, and support for collective action and problem

solving are identified as integral to demonstrating community capacity. (Chaskin, Broln,

Venkatesh, & Vidal, 2001) Measuring community capacity involves measuring levels of

local resident involvement, leadership, resources, and organizational development'
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(Gitteil and Vidal, 1998)

Community development corporations, such as the neighbourhood renewal corporations

identified by NDAP, are often described as engaging in complex, comprehensive, and

multi-dimensional agendas (Kubisch and Stone, Leviten, 2000). For example, it is

common for these organizations to engage in housing and economic development as well

as human services such as education and training. As well, their activities impact

simultaneously on individuals, organizations, and community overall. This complexity

of purpose and activity can be difficult to evaluate with traditional approaches.

Guba and Lincoln (1985) view evaluation as a social-political process. They identiff four

generations of evaluation developed in the twentieth century. The first generation was

based on measurement, the second on description, the third on judgement, and the fourth

on negotiation. Fourth generation evaluation takes issue with viewing the evaluator as

simply a technician and suggests that evaluators must be negotiators with stakeholders

who often hold differing values.

Neighbourhoods Alivel and the NRCs supported by NDAP share some coÍlmon goals,

but are independent, or at least interdependent, of each other at the same time. The NRCs

do depend, to a large extent, on funding from NDAP for their operations. NA! also

depends on the NRCs to provide a critical linkage to the communities it has proposed to

serve. The NRCs are obvious stakeholders who must be integrally involved in
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in developing an evaluation methodology for NDAP.

The Canadian Community Economic Development Network (CCEDNet, 2001) identifies

four stages of community capacity building. In Stage I, the community is undergoing a

systematic process of self-examination involving community dialogue and shared

analysis. This phase might require three months to two years. Benchmarks involve a

visioning process, collaborative effort by all sectors, and a plan for activities. Stage II

involves concrete organizational development estabtishing a CDC. This phase might

require an additional six months to one year. Benchmarks include a format for

community action, democratic local accountability, and a consensually-anived strategic

plan. Stage III involves the CDC becoming fully operational. This stage might require an

additional two years. Benchmarks include broadening democratic community

participation, working partnerships with public, private, and third sector groups, and a

refined internal structure. Outcomes begin to be realized such as housing units being

produced, jobs generated, skills created, and businesses launched. Stage IV is a mature

organization with access to required resources. This stage might require three to five

years. Benchmarks include a diversified revenue base, annual performance reviews, and

greater self-suffrciency. In total the four stages of development could require five to ten

years to complete. (Appendix D)

The Development Training Institute (DTI, 2002) of Baltimore identiff stages more

specific to orgarizational development for community development corporations. DTI
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identifies three stages; new, emerging, and advanced orgarrizations. New CDCs are

involved in identiffing an agenda, hiring an executive director and, perhaps, other staff,

board development and strategic planning. Emerging CDCs have a clear mission,

established administrative systems, sustainable financial support, solid roles in CED and

are led by capable individuals. Advanced organizations have a multi-faceted agenda,

portfolios of large projects, a strong reputation with lenders and funders, and ability to

manage their assets.

Manitoba NRCs can be examined in terms of their stage of development. As most of

these NRC's have been established after 1998, most should be in one of the earlier stages

of development. As all have only been able to access stable operational funding since

200l,this is also likely to be a factor contributing to their current stage of development.

The Province of Saskatchewan completed an initial evaluation of their Neighbourhood

Development Organizations (NDO) program in 2001. The NDO program was launched

in 1998, although one of the participating NDO's, Quint Development Corporation of

Saskatoon, had been incorporated in i995. This evaluation focussed primarily on initial

outcomes and development of performance measures. It also considered more process-

oriented issues related to program improvement. All of the three original Saskatchewan

NDO's, in Regina, Saskatoon, and Prince Albert, have developed housing and business

cooperatives as well as employment training and other services.
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2.5

As NDAP had been based on the NDO program in Saskatchewan, it could be useful to

consider this evaluation. While a formative evaluation methodology, inherently more

process oriented, is being considered here for NDAP, there are elements of the NDO

evaluation process which can be considered. Manitoba NRCs should be expected to

develop progressively greater outcomes over time. Most have already been engaged in

the development of affordable housing units, employment-related and other training

programs, and alternative businesses. NDAP was implemented almost three years after

the NDO program and it should be expected that there will be significant difference in the

development of each program.

Summary

As mentioned, NA! attempts to incorporate both a community economic development

and neighbourhood planning approach to urban revitalization. The NRCs, supported by

NDAp, also operate from such a perspective. While community development and urban

planning perspectives are not mutually exclusive, they do share a history of tension

between them. Community development cotporations, such as the NRCs, embody some

of this tension. It is evident that most of the NRCs have developed through a community

organizing process. Although NDAP requires them to engage in a neighbourhood

planning process, most had already been engaged in that process as well.

Community organizers were initially often involved in organizing local residents to
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oppose urban revitalization efforts which would be detrimental to their neighbourhoods'

Urban sprawl into suburban development continues to erode inner-city neighbourhoods'

A new generation ofurban planners, however, recognizes this history and has changed

their approach to work collaboratively with local residents. Community organizers have

also recogn ized the limitations of simply organizing for opposition to planned

development and have become more proactive in organizing for sustainable local

development.

While there is a twenty-seven year history of CDCs in Canada, and even longer in the US

and UK, that history has evolved somewhat differently in Manitoba and in Winnipeg, in

particular. Although CEDA had been established in 1978, its activities were initially

involved primarily in organizing school parent councils as well as local resident

associations. That activity expanded into assisting in the development of a housing

cooperative, community centre, and. otganizations such as NECRC. It is probably no

accident that the Co-ordinator of NA!, the Executive Director of WBDC and Community

Liaison Director of NECRC arc allalumni of CEDA. For all intensive purposes, the

history of NDAP support for Manitoba NRCs begins in 2001'

An evaluation of NDAP must recognize this context. DTI and CCEDNet have developed

models which identiff stages in the development of CDCs. Atl of the NRCs supported by

NDAp are in either an early or intermediate stage of development. There are benchmarks

which can be demonstrated at each stage of development. How NDAP supports or
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hinders this development can be explored. While tangible outcomes, such as the

development of affordable housing units, are already being demonstrated by NRCs, their

capacity to sustain their operations will be demonstrated over time.
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Chapter 3

Inquiry Process

3.1 Documentary Analysis

A. Program Guidelines: Neighbourhood Development Assistance Program O{DAP)

The Program Guidelines for NDAP is the primary document which outlines the eligibility

criteria as well as program goal, expected outcomes, and application requirements for

NDAP. NDAP provides for both a Start-Up and an Operations Phase. The Start-Up

Phase only applies to communities where there is no pre-existing NRC and provides up to

$25,000 for an NRC to be formed, incorporated and to develop required items for Phase

Two.

The Program Guidelines of NDAP (Appendix E) identify the goal of the program as:

To provide organizational funding assistance to support the formation and operation of a

democratic ancl locally administered neighbourhood renewal corporation by

neighbourhood residents in order to undertake community economic development.

NA! has identified local NRCs as the primary vehicle to lead revitalization efforts in their

respective communities/ neighbourhoods through a process of community economic

development (CED). It also defines an NRC as "a locally based non-share capital
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corporation", neighbourhood as "people living in a specified locality" , and CED as "a

process of harmonizing economic and social goals at the local level through participation

and leadership of community membefs".

NDAp eligible communities and specific neighbourhoods have also been identified by

NAI The cities of Winnipeg, Brandon, and Thompson have been targeted for support by

NA! These are the three largest urban areas in Manitoba. The Government of Canada -

Homelessness Initiative has also targeted these communities allowing for the possibility

of cost-sharing on projects. The specific neighbourhoods targeted can be viewed as

"distressed" neighbourhoods including higher than average levels of poverty,

unemployment, social assistance dependency, as well as housing and infrastructure in

decline as compared to the larger community.

The core area of Brandon has been jointly identified, by the Brandon NRC and NA!, as

the specific locality. Within Thompson, the Thompson NRC and NA! have identified

smaller pockets of such decline. Within Winnipeg five inner-city neighbourhoods have

been identified as eligible for NDAP and other NA! support. These neighbourhoods have

all been identified by the City of Winnipeg as being "Major Improvement Areas". As

illustrated, all of these neighbourhoods fit the profile of "distressed" neighbourhoods

(Appendix C).
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Within Winnipeg, two NRC's had existed prior to the launch of NA! In June of 2000.

Both the North End Community Renewal Corporation Q'{ECRC) and the West Broadway

Development Corporation (WBDC) were incorporated in i998. The Spence

Neighbourhood Corporation (SNA) and Brandon NRC (BNRC) were incorporated in

2000. The Thompson NRC (TNRC) has been the most ïecent to incorporate in December

of2001.

NDAP provides for up to five years of operating funding. The level of funding support

has been determined on the basis of population size of specific communities. The

number of residents served by WBDC, SNA,BNRC and TNRC were determined to be

less than 10,000 and each NRC would be eligible for $75,000 per year from NDAP.

NECRC serves eleven Winnipeg neighbourhoods with a population almost equivalent to

the population of the City of Brandon (approximately 38,000 people). Of these, three

neighbourhoods have been designated for support by NA!, three others are Major

Improvement Areas, three are within a secondary level of need, and only one

neighbourhood is identified as having above average income levels. Due to these

circumstances, NA! determined that NECRC would be eligible for the maximum NDAP

funding of $200,000 per year.

As NDAP has been based considerably on the Saskatchewan Neighbourhood

DevelopmentOrganization Q.{DO) program, funding levels were adapted from their
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program. NDO provides between $50,000 to $150,000 per year for eligible NDOs. The

comparison is somewhat difficult as the Saskatchewan NDO program only considers the

size of the overall municipality being served. At March 31,2003, NDOs in Regina,

Saskatoon, and Prince Albert all received the maximum funding of $150,000' In general

these NDO5 serve a larger population than the smaller Manitoba NRCs such as WBDC,

SNA, and TNRC, but significantly less than NECRC.

In general, NDAP provides the ability to fund an Executive Director and some

administrative costs such as rent, offrce furnishings and supplies, and contracted services

such as Annual Financial Audits. NECRC is able to employ several positions including

Community Liaison Director and Business Development Director. Although the actual

operating costs of the NRCs might be substantially higher, it is expected that each NRC

will endeavour to develop other sources of revenue.

Expected Outcomes of NDAP include:

0

0

t

Increqsed level of economic developntent activity in the community (as measured

by job creation through the sustaining or development of small business).

Increased level of individt;al skills (as measured by increases in literacy or

numeracy skills, job training, academic training).
Improved access to opportunities (as measured by improvements in child care

services, transportation, etc.).

NA! has contracted with a Professor in Urban Planning at the University of Manitoba to

assist in jointly identifring "Community-Based Measurement Indicators" with the NRCs.
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These will include indicators of organizational capacify, as well as short and long-term

outcomes. Although NDAP has identified expected outcomes, they have been based

substantially on the Saskatchewan NDO Program and represents a convenient starting

point.

These outcomes relate to the expectation that NRCs are implementing a process of

community economic development. Again, these outcomes were derived from the

Saskatchewan NDO program. Since the NDAP Program Guidelines were developed, the

province of Manitoba has also developed a CED Lens. This Lens identifies a definition

of CED as well as ten CED Principles. NAI is in the process of interpreting the definition

and principles of CED towards its programs including NDAP. (Appendix F)

Depending on one's definition of CED, the outcomes are open to considerable

interpretation. All of the NRCs are involved to some extent in promoting the

development of affordable housing in their respective communities. This involves some

direct job creation in the construction or renovation of these units. The Winnipeg NRCs

are also working with Inner-City Renovations (ICR), a program of Community

Ownership Solutions Inc. ICR employs inner-city residents, many of whom had

completed training programs in'West Broadway, Spence, or the North End of Winnipeg.

The development of affordable housing units themselves can also be interpreted as an

outcome of economic development activity. Certainly, the residents of these housing
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units will benefit from being able to access good quality, affordable housing. The NRCs

are also working with local housing developers on promoting home ownership options for

tenants. Tenants can opt to take over the mortgage on their housing unit at some point.

The outcomes identified by NDAP are also more easily identified over a relatively long

period of time. Since the inception of NA!, NECRC has worked with local housing

developers, such as the North End Housing Project (\IEHP), to develop or rehabilitate

local housing. BNRC has worked primarily with local private housing developers to

develop or rehabilitate housing. NECRC expects the overall number of units developed

each year to increase anually as the capacity of local developers such as NEHP increases.

BNRC has tapped into existing capacity of local private landlords and housing

developers and the number of housing units developed annually might be more constant.

Eligibility Criteria

NDAP requires that each of the eligible NRCs operate in communities designated by

NA!, have a distinct territory, be administered locally, maintain an open membership and

democratic governance representative of the neighbourhood's diversity, and be

incorporated as a non-share capital corporation. For the most part, all of the NRCs

satisfied these requirements by March 31,2003.
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WBDC has a distinct territory which is also a NAI designated neighbourhood. It is

administered locally by a democratically elected Board of Directors, most of whom are

local residents. All of the staff, including the Executive Director, are also residents of the

neighbourhood. WBDC was incorporated in 1998, well in advance of the launch of NA!

SNA has a similar characteristics to WBDC. The main difference is that SNA was not

incorporated until November of 2000. SNA has divided their neighbourhood into eight

smaller geographic sectors and includes representation from each of these sectors on their

Board of Directors.

NECRC serves several No¡th End Winnipeg neighbourhoods, only three of which are

NAI designated neighbourhoods. It is administered locally in terms of the geography and

population it serves. Local residents are amongst the stakeholders represented on its

Board of Directors, although not all of its neighbourhoods are represented. In order to

compensate, NECRC has established a committee of their board to locally review

proposals to NAI NECRC was also incorporated in 1998'

BNRC has identified their core area as their service district. The BNRC District is

recognized as a NA! designated community. When BNRC was incorporated in 2000, it

originally appointed members to their Board of Directors. In January of 2003, BNRC

expanded its board and elected several residents from its district.
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TNRC was the latest NRC to incorporate in December of 2001. While TNRC has

identified some smaller neighbourhoods to target, Thompson itself is a NA! designated

community. While all of the TNRC Directors and staff are residents of Thompson,

TNRC is challenged to ensure that residents of neighbourhood targeted ale represented in

their revitalization pro ce s s.

B. NRC Neighbourhood Development Strategies

The Program Guidelines for NDAP require that eligible NRCs submit an updated "Five-

Year Neighbourhood Development Strategy" as well as an annual work plan and

progress report on previous year's activities. Although the Program Guidelines do not

specify what items are to be included in such a plan, NA! staff in cooperation with staff

from the City of V/innipeg have established guidelines for the development of

Neighbourhood Plans. These were distributed to the NRCs in February of 2002,

however, after some had already substantially developed their plans.

As none of the NRCs employ professional City Planners, formulating a comprehensive

multi-year development plan has proven to be challenging to all of the NRCs. In some

cases, the necessity of creating a long-term development plan has been questioned by at

least one of the NRCs. In general, the NRCs desire to be responsive to local issues and

priorities which can alter dramatically within a relatively short time period.
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By September of 2002, all of the NRCs had submitted Neighbourhood Development

Strategies which were determined to meet basic requirements of NDAP. In actuality, the

NRCs are asked to update these plans on an annual basis and use them to develop annual

work plans. Atl of the NRCs employed some form of community consultation to develop

these plans. At least one NRC employed a consultant to guide a representative group of

local residents and other stakeholders in a PATH process. NECRC had agreed to share

their plans with the other NRCs. The Neighbourhood Planning Guide had been available

to the NRCs since February o12002. As well, NAI staff consulted with NRC staff in the

process of developing the Neighbourhood Strategies submitted.

In general, all of the NRCs identified issues of Safety, Housing, Employment, and

Recreation as priority concerns. The process of engaging neighbourhood residents and

other stakeholders such as business o\ilners, service providers, and local government

officials was also identified to a lesser or greater extent as essential to any revitalization

efforts. The emphasis also varies with Brandon NRC identiffing housing as their primary

concern and Thompson NRC identiffing recreation, particularly for youth, as their main

priority. This reflects some of the diversity of the communities targeted by NA!

SNA has identified safety as the main priority for their five- year plan. Their objectives

include actual reductions in the incidence of crimes against persons' property, and vice

offences such as prostitution and drug traffrcking. Their plan actuaily sets a target of

reducing local crimes against persons by 5%per year for five years. While laudable, this
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is an objective that might prove impossible to achieve. The Wiruripeg Police Service

does publish annual reports with crime statistics by neighbourhood. Crime rates do

fluctuate both up and down, but a25Yo reduction within five years is a formidable

challenge. In actuality, increased reporting of crimes by local residents might actually

contribute to increased crime rates as reported by the Winnipeg Police Service.

Other outcomes such as improved community perception of safety" while qualitative in

nature, is likely more achievable. This might involve a survey of residents to assess their

perception of safety. In order to have some statistical significance, a neighbourhood of

5,000 people would require a fairly large sample size. The Winnipeg Inner-City Research

Alliance is currently sponsoring a "Quality of Life" study which would identifr such

perceptions within Spence and other inner-city neighbourhoods. This would provide a

snapshot of the perception of safety within Spence at the time of the survey. Conducting

such a survey is a considerable undertaking which could possibly be done every five years

such as with the census.

C. NRC Budget Forecasts

NDAP requires NRCs to submit a "Five-Year Budget Forecast" and annual budgets as

well as a financial statement for the previous year. The Program Guidelines do speciS

that eligible costs such as employment of staff, operation of an NRC office, and other

administrative costs related to the operation of the NRC. NDAP does not, however,
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propose guidelines on items such as salary of NRC staff'

While the NRCs do not necessarily employ professional City Planners, neither do they

necessarily employ professional Accountants with the exception of preparing their annual

audited financial statements. Developing an five-year operating budget has also proved

challenging for the NRCs. Again, NECRC had developed such a budget in January of

2001 and agreed to share it with the other NRCs.

By September of 2002, all of the NRCs had developed five-year operating budgets. Some

of the NRC Executive Directors had identified this process as very speculative. Other

than the NDAP funding, NRCs found it difficult to identify any other potential long-term

source for operations. For the most part, NDAP funding accounts for a majority of NRC

operating revenue.

In March of 2001, onty NECRC was a registered charity. This allowed NECRC to solicit

funding from charitable foundations. NECRC has initially been able to secure funding

for a Housing Outreach Worker from the Thomas Sill Foundation. Foundation and other

charitable funding will form a key component of NECRC's operating as well as project

revenue. NECRC has also identified the United Way of Winnipeg as a potential source

of long-term revenue.

By September of 2002, WBDC and SNA had also become registered charities. This was
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a demanding process, in particular, for SNA who had to adjust their Articles of

Incorporation to conform with Revenue canada requirements. WBDC has been able to

access funding from the Winnipeg Foundation for their Job Resource Centre and

Greening West Broadway Project. With the assistance of the V/innipeg Foundation,

WBDC has established a local charitable fund which will solicit contributors.

BNRC and TNRC have yet to apply for Registered Charity status. The process can be

both time-consuming and require some technical assistance in the completion of the

application. Some community organizations seek assistance such as from a lawyer

familiar with this area of law. Revenue Canada also places restrictions on types of

activities, such as advocacy, in which charities can engage, as well as annual reporting

requirements.

In addition to basic operations, all of the NRCs maintain significant projects. NECRC

has established a Career Pathing Centre with significant funding from the Department of

Family Services and Housing. This two-year commitment from Family Services and

Housing, beginning in April of 2001, equals NECRC funding through NDAP' If the

centre is able to demonstrate acceptable outcomes, it could be established as part of their

ongoing operations.

All of the NRCs have also employed Housing Co-ordinators, initially to develop

Neighbourhood Housing Plans and, subsequently, to implement those plans. The City of
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Winnipeg has cost-shared these projects with NA! for the Winnipeg NRCs. The City of

Brandon has also cost-shared the employment of a Housing Coordinator who assists in

the administration of municipal and provincial housing assistance programs. Thompson

NRC initiated a local housing study in 2002,through the Neighbourhood Renewal Fund

of NA! It would appear that housing co-ordination is becoming an element of core

operations for all of the NRCs.

The NRCs are also contemplating generating their o\iln sources of revenue. NECRC

plans to develop some commercial properties for lease to local businesses. WBDC has

established a charitable fund with the assistance of the Winnipeg foundation. There is

some partnering with local Business Improvement Zones (BIZs) who generate revenue

from a levy on local businesses. There are some innovative ideas such as Neighbourhood

Improvement Zones which could become a reality sometime in the future.

D. Summary

The Program Guidelines for NDAP define the primary requirements of NRCs in order to

be eligible for NDAP funding. NDAP requires that NRCs maintain a representative and

democratic process for their revitalization efforts. The initial expectation is that the NRC

Board of Directors is representative particularly of the local residents. For the most part,

all of the NRCs include local residents on the Board of Directors. SNA and WBDC are

well-represented by local residents, who form a majority of the Directors. NECRC
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includes local residents from only some of the neighbourhoods it represent due to the

number of neighbourhoods it serves. BNRC expanded its representation of residents

from the BNRC district by electing several new Directors in January of 2003. Although

all of the TNRC Directors reside in Thompson, their challenge is to ensure that local

residents of the smaller neighbourhoods targeted are somehow represented in their

r ev italization pro c e s s.

Each NRC has taken a somewhat different approach to planning. NECRC has developed

a plan with considerable quantifiably measurable objectives. SNA and BNRC also have

such objectives. In many cases, these objectives are ambitious and might prove difficult

to achieve as stated. WBDC and TNRC have utilized a much more process-oriented

approach that emphasizes promoting and maintaining involvement of local stakeholders,

parlicularly local residents. The latter appears to be paramount for all of the NRCs. NA!

has recognized the challenges to both NRC and NA! staff in the development of

neighbourhood plans and has contracted with a professional City Planner to assist the

NRCs in their planning.

NRCs are currently highly dependent on NDAP and other NA! funding for their

operations. Some have acquired other funding such as municipal funding for housing co-

ordination. The NRCs who are registered charities have also been able to access funding

for charitable foundations for specific projects. Sources of sustainable operating funding,

other than NDAP, have been elusive.
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3.2 Consultation rvith Neighbourhood Renewal Corporations (NRCs)

As part of the regular duties of the NA! Coordinator, the student has had regular contact

with the Executive Directors (EDs) of the NRCs. He has also had more limited contact

with other NRC staff, Directors, and volunteers. As part of the practicum process, each

of the EDs were consulted individually by the student specifically regarding NDAP.

Although some of the NRCs use the term "Managef',the term Executive Director (ED)

will be used to refer to the Chief Executive Officers of the NRCs.

As well, the student is in regular contact with the EDs as part of his role with NA! On

several occasions, NRC and NA! staff have met to jointly discuss issues of mutual

interest. NRC staff were also involved in the planning and delivery of three public

forums on community Mobilizing,community Economic Development, and community

partnerships. Each of these occasions have allowed for ongoing consultation and

dialogue.

The consultation information examined relates to both the process and outcome

objectives identified in the Program Guidelines for NDAP. Process objectives identified

include the submission of a Neighbourhood Development Strategy, Five-Year Operating

Budget, and annual reporting. Outcome objectives include increased levels of economic

activity, individual skills, and improved access to opportunities such as child care
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services. The NDAP outcome objectives have already been identified as a starting point

that is under review.

Guba and Lincoln (1989) identify consultation with stakeholders as critical to an

evaluation process. As the clients of NDAP and the main community partners identified

by NA!, the NRCs should be consulted extensively in order for any evaluation of NDAP

to be relevant. The NRCs also provide a critical link to the communities they serve.

A. Interviews with NRC Executive Directors

The process of developing a Neighbourhood Development Strategy for SNA was

identified as being both labour and time consuming, but rewarding. The expectation is

that this process will be less onerous in the future. Local residents were very involved in

the process and there is a high sense of ownership for the plan. It is somewhat visionary,

but also identifies some expected outcomes and roles for community partners in the

revitalization process. SNA has begun to employ their neighbourhood plan to joint

reviews of project proposals to NA!

The ED of SNA has suggested that the NRCs, as well as NA!, require greater expertise in

community economic development (CED). NDAP outcomes should be expanded to

include all CED principles. CED should also be interpreted in a manner that recognizes

the community development and economic development efforts that are already
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occufTlng.

For instance, local residents are preferred in hiring for any employment that relates to

SNA projects. The SNA ED lives in Spence as well as the Neighbourhood Facilitator and

Housing Coordinator. Although SNA has not directly created many actual jobs, this

particular CED principle is applied vigorously. Of twenty positions hired by Inner-City

Renovations, a not for profit Winnipeg corporation established to employ inner-city

residents in housing construction, five are residents of Spence.

The Spence neighbourhood is home to the House of Opportunities, a local job search

resource centre. SNA partnered with Opportunities for Employment to establish this

resource centre. Although some of the funding for this centre is also being accessed

through the Neighbourhood Renewal Fund of NA!, the centre receives funding from other

sources as well as generating some revenue. This centre is the main resource in Spence

linking local residents to employment and training opportunities. The centre serves

residents beyond Spence and there is the potential to develop this centre into a resource

similar to the NECRC Pathing Centre which serves several North End neighbourhoods.

According to the SNA ED, other outcomes that should be recognized by NDAP include

greater resident involvement and strengthened and more creative local partnerships. A

majority of the SNA Board of Directors, as well as staff, are local residents. House of

Opportunities represents one of the fundamental results of an SNA partnership.
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In terms of developing aNeighbourhood Plan, the ED for WBDC refers to the "Leaming

School" of planning. This is a grassroots planning model which emphasizes

responsiveness to emerging issues. The WBDC approach to planning has been organic,

and as with SNA, emphasizing participation of local residents. In 200I, WBDC updated

a plan developed in 1998 by involving key stakeholders in a PATH process'

WBDC partnered with Gordon Bell High Schoot in 2000 to develop their Youth builders

program to train local youth in life skills, academic upgrading and housing renovation.

They were not only successful in accessing funding from the provincial and federal

governments, but helped establish a provincial-federal program loosely-based on

youthbuild USA. West Broadway Youth builders has trained approximately fifty local

youth, to date. Youth builder projects have also been established in Spence and

Thompson.

The WBDC ED also identified the need to expand on outcomes. V/hile we can measure

numbers of individuals who access employment and training initiatives, it is much more

difficult to measure the benefits they receive from programs designed to increase life

skills. Access to local opportunities to good quality affordable housing such as with

Westminster Housing Society, recreational opportunities such as with Art City, and other

local resources were identif,red as other examples of outcomes.
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NECRC had developed a Neighbourhood RevitalizationPlan in 1999 fot the eleven

neighbourhoods it serves. This plan has been revised annually and one version submitted

to NA! in January of 2001 . It became somewhat of a prototype as it was shared with the

other NRCs as they were developing their Neighbourhood Strategy. NECRC has used

their strategic plan to report on progress to their members at their annual general meeting

in2002.

CED has been a primary focus for NECRC. Due to the larger size and scope of NECRC

in relation to the other NRCs, the division of labour is perhaps more diversified. NECRC

employs a Business Development Director, an Employment Development Director, and a

Community Liaison Director as well as an Executive Director. The revitalization of

Selkirk Avenue and the business sector in general has been of prime importance to

NECRC and their Business Development Director. The operation of the Career Pathing

Centre is the main responsibility of the Employment Development Director.

The Community Liaison Director of NECRC has probably been most directly involved in

terms of liaising with NAI on a regular basis. The Community Liaison Director is

responsible for organizing a representative committee of local that reviews project

proposals to NA! as well as providing assistance to groups applying to NA! and other

funders. They are also the body that makes decisions on their small grants fund.

The structure of the NECRC Board of Directors includes representatives from local
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business, service organizations, and resident sectors of the eleven North End Winnipeg

neighbourhoods it serves. As a result, NECRC does not necessarily have resident

representation from all of the North End Winnipeg neighbourhoods that NA! serves.

NECRC has attempted to compensate for this by establishing a committee of their Board

of Directors which includes representatives from Point Douglas, William'Whyte, and

Lord Selkirk Park neighbourhoods.

NECRC has expressed concern about the declining business sector, particularly on

Selkirk Avenue. NECRC is involved on the Selkirk Avenue Task Force which has been

exploring options for the revitalization of Selkirk Avenue. Business provides the main

source of employment in the North End as well as Winnipeg in general. Interestingly,

community service organizations have proven to be some of the more stable businesses

on Selkirk Avenue in recent years. While banks and other businesses have vacated

Selkirk Avenue, community service organization such as the Urban Circle Training

Centre are relocating to Selkirk Avenue.

The Career Pathing Centre connects local residents to education, training, and

employment opportunities. Hundreds of local residents have been assisted by the centre

during the first two years of operation. A two-year pilot project, funded by Manitoba

Family Services and Housing, allowed NECRC to develop this resource. An evaluation

of this project is currently under way.
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Safety has been identified in the NECRC Strategic Plan as the primary issue to be

addressed. This concern was identified by local residents, service providers, and business

owners. It is an issue that the Selkirk Avenue BIZhas identif,red as impacting on the

abitity of local businesses to attract customers and avoid dangers of potential assaults,

theft and vandalism. Service organizations, such as the North End Womens'Centre, have

also identified safety as a primary concern of their members and families. NECRC has

developed a North End Safety Plan and will be employing a Safety Co-ordinator to begin

implementing recommendations.

The development of a Neighbourhood Strategy allowed BNRC to engage with core area

residents in that process. Community consultations elicited both feedback on the plan

and enthusiasm from participants. BNRC has expanded their Board of Directors to

include more core area resident representatives.

The BNRC ED identified that the level of economic activity in Brandon is already high

and unemployment rates low. The unemployed in Brandon tend to have multiple barriers

to employment such as physical and mental challenges, low education levels, and lack of

work-related life skills. BNRC has identified Westbran Inc., an organization that assists

physically and mentally challenged adults to enter the workforce, as a community partner.

BNRC has identified sustainability of their initiatives as an outcome in itself. Funding

from the three levels of government, particularly the Province of Manitoba, allows for
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subsidized development of affordable housing units. In the case of Brandon, most of this

activity is being delivered by private developers and landlords. The development of

affordable housing in Brandon is viewed as an asset that provides access to good quality

affordable housing for renters, opportunities for developers, and ongoing revenue for

landlords. It is a quasi-market approach that they view as sustainable.

The planning process in Thompson is ongoing. There is a concern about outside experts

from the "south", with little recognition of Thompson's circumstances, coming in to

instruct them on their process of planning. TNRC is committed to continue consultation

with NA!, but the process must be of mutual benefit.

The ED for TNRC identifies lack of infrastructure to address local needs, lack of skilled

and experienced workers, and substantial dependence on goverlìment as endemic to

Thompson. He states that while Thompson requires skilled workers for many jobs,

surrounding First Nation communities have very high unemployment rates. Initiatives

such as the Thompson Youth builders is beginning to address some of the need for skill

development and academic upgrading which is required by First Nation youth in

Thompson. The process of skill development might take several years in some cases

continuing beyond the training program to include on-the-job supports.

A process of CED in Thompson will require the collaboration of community

organizations, First Nations, and govemment. First Nations people have relocated to
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Thompson in increasingly large numbers. An outcome such as empowerment of local

residents, particularly First Nations and Metis, is not easily measurable, but essential to

the process. In order to recognize the changes, the Thompson ED stated that one might

have to be "immersed in the community".

B. General Observations

All of the NRC EDs, as well as representatives of the key informants, were involved in a

meeting in March of 2001 to identiff topics for a public forum to be sponsored by NA!

Three specific topics were identified as well as a request to have separate dates to address

these topics: Community Mobilizing, Community Economic Development, and

Community Partnerships. These topics that were identified as critical to the NA! process

and the community organizations that both NA! and the NRCs are targeting.

All of the NRCs share a community development perspective that emphasizes

involvement of local residents. Some also have an economic development perspective

which relates to the necessity for them to produce specific economic outcomes for their

communities. BNRC must be able to deliver on the development of affordable housing

units to house their growing population. NECRC must be able to contribute to the

rcvilalization of their business sector, particularly on Selkirk Avenue. A CED approach

can be beneficial in combining these perspectives.
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planning has also been approached from these different perspectives by the NRCs' All

have employed community consultation to a lesser or greatef extent' Some of NRCs

have employed professional consultants to assist them in developing their plans' As well

as the Neighbourhood Development Strategies, the NRCs have been involved in

developing more specific plans related to housing, safety, and economic development'

Planning is a dynamic process that must recognize the changing nature of these

neighbourhoods.

In general, all of the NRC EDs have identified some difficulty in managing their

operations on the funding levels provided by NDAP. TNRC, and to a lesser extent

BNRC, have travel and communication costs far greater than their Winnipeg

counterpafts. As BNRC administers all of the Brandon NA!-funded projects' their

administrative role and costs are also higher than the other NRCs. Regardless, all of the

NRCs maintain operating costs significantly higher than NDAP funding provides'

sustainability of NRC operations and local initiatives is a paramount issue, but an elusive

concept. All of theNRCs are seeking other sources of revenue' To date, no other

funding source has been willing to make a long-term funding commitment to the

operations of the NRCs. Three of the five NRCs who are registered charities have

accessed funding from charitable foundations, often for specific projects and often limited

to a maximum of a one-year period. To some extent, self-sufficiency is a long-term goal

of all of the NRCs. As CCEDNeI (2001) has identified, this goal might only be
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achievable over a time period of up to a decade.

NRCs are currently working with a consultant, contracted by NA!, to assist them in

developing outcome measures that are acceptable to both them and NA! As identified'

the EDs of the NRCs have all stated that the outcomes as stated in the NDAP Program

Guidelines are too limited and not recognizing the real scope of NRC efforts. NA! staff

have also accepted that the initially identifred outcomes are limited'

Improvements in safety, housing, and recreation have been identified by the NRCs as

outcomes that are not identified in the NDAP Program Guidelines. The process of

involving local residents and developing local partnerships have also been identified as

essential outcomes. NDAP expected outcomes are based on an interpretation of CED

which was developed for the Saskatchewan Neighbourhood Development Organization

program. It appears to be evident that a Manitoba interpretation of CED is required to

develop meaningful outcomes for NDAP.

Consultation rvith Key Informants

The student has identified key informants from five municipal and community

organizations: the City of Winnipeg, the Brandon and Area Planning Department, the

City of Thompson, Social Planning Council of Winnipeg (SPC) and the Community

Education and Development Association (CEDA). Municipal govemments, specifically

J.J
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those identified, have played aleadrole in renewal initiatives in their respective cities.

The Social Planning Council of Winnipeg has been involved for many years in

identif,ing and advocating on social issues such as child poverty. The Community

Education and Development Association has been involved in neighbourhood

revitalization efforts for the pasf 25 years.

The student consulted with a Senior Planner with the City of Winnipeg. Within her

career with the City of Winnipeg, she has been involved in the delivery of several

revitalization initiatives including Winnipeg Core Area Initiative, Manitoba-Winnipeg

Community Revitalization Program, and the Winnipeg Development Agreement. Some

of the same Winnipeg neighbourhoods targeted by NA! were also targeted by some of

these initiatives.

In regard to the annual funding NDAP provides to NRCs, the Winnipeg Planner felt that

the amount provided would limit the abitity of the NRCs to meet their commitments. She

identified that staff in not-for profit organizations are often underpaid in relation to

expectations from funders and the communities served by the NRCs. The volunteer

Boards of Directors are also subject to stress and burn-out. In order to effectively fulfill

their role, the NRCs must be seen to be credible by funders and the communities they

serve.

In terms of financial sustainability, however, she questioned whether the NRCs are overly
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dependent on funding from the Province of Manitoba. The danger here is that NDAP

might only be relevant to the government in power. Previous initiatives often combined

funding from more than one level of government'

Regarding Neighbourhood Development Plans, she felt that NRCs should be required to

identiff local issues in terms of a plan. Some of the NRCs appear to have developed

organically, but require an explicit vision. Funders, in particular, have a right to know

what they are funding in terms of an end product. A plan should identiff those end

products as well as the activities that are designed to produce the results'

The Acting General Manager of Brandon and Area Planning Department (BAPD) was

consulted. As well as having worked as a Planner for BAPD for the past eight years, she

has been involved as a member of the Board of Directors of BNRC. She was particularly

pleased that BNRC had a diverse board structure including local residents, business

owners, and organizational representatives. This has represented an unique opportunity

for these groups to come together and develop a dynamic and productive working

relationship. Some of the organizational representatives, including the BAPD Manager,

have become ex-off,rcio board members.

The BApD Manager did express concem that she felt the BNRC staff were "grossly

underpaid,'. The available funding has limited the ability of BNRC to consider better

compensation for their staff. Conversely, she was also concerned that NDAP funding, as
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well as NA! in general, might not survive a future change in government' BNRC is

seeking greater diversity in their funding in an effort to further establish their independent

identity.

Although not all of the board members or stakeholders consulted agreed on the need for a

long-term planning process, it was generally viewed positively' It has provided some

direction for the corporation and afocus for priorities. BNRC has recently hired a

Community Developer who will be assisting local organizations in developing projects

that conform to their Neighbourhood Development Plan'

The student consulted with a City of Thompson Councillor who is a life-long resident of

Thompson and local entrepreneur. His consulting business has provided assistance in

organizing community events such as the Focus North Forum in Thompson' He has also

previously worked for the City of Thompson'

The City of Thompson Councillor felt that TNRC was aggressively pursuing issues such

as housing. He noted that while Thompson has maintained high vacancy rates in the

recent past, those rates have been declining. The result is that many lower-income

residents are having difficulty in locating good quality affordable housing'

He also noted that Thompson is seeing a demographic shift resulting in increasing

numbers of Aboriginal residents migrating from surrounding First Nations and Metis
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communities. The TNRC Board of Directors represents a good cross-section of the

population of Thompson including Aboriginal representation. The 2003 Annual General

Meeting continued to include Aboriginal representation as well as increased

representation from women.

He felt that TNRC had been particularly effective in raising awareness in Thompson of

NA! and other funders. Smaller community organizations in Thompson are receiving

assistance from TNRC in developing their projects. The Thompson Foundation has

recently been receiving financial support from the Moffat family allowing for increased

funding opportunities for such organizations. TNRC should also seek greater

partnerships with the City of Thompson.

The student consulted with the former Executive Director (ED) of the Community

Education and Development Association (CEDA). During a20 yeat career with CEDA,

he has been very involved in many neighbourhood revitalizationprojects such as the

development of the MAPS Housing Co-operative. He provided leadership in the

organization of Urban Futures, a coalition of community organizations, that has been

critical of past revitalization efforts such as Wiruripeg Core Area Initiatives as well as

adv o cating for continued tri -p artite government urban r ev italization initiatives.

The CEDA ED identified CEDA's role in the establishment of NECRC' At that time, the

co-founders did not wait for govemment funding, but found creative means of
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establishing the organization. They had visited New Dawn Corporation in Cape Breton,

RESO in Montreal and Downtown East-Side Residents' Association (DERA) in

Vancouver before establishing NECRC. NECRC has been based on the CED perspective

developed within these organizations.

CEDA had been involved for 25 years consulting with inner-city and North End

Winnipeg residents and other stakeholders. He identified that neighbourhood level

provided a limited perspective. NECRC "promoted a vision to the (larger) community"'

That vision was for a community development corporation that would represent and serve

several North End Winnipeg neighbourhoods.

He noted that there was a combination of confrontation and diplomacy involved tn

lobbying for NDAP. The co-founders of NECRC were not satisfied with the short-term

project-based funding originally available to NRCs through NDAP. Provincial

government ministers were lobbied to ensure that long-term core operating funding would

be available to NRCs.

He identified a concern that the urban Aboriginal population, in particular, was not well-

represented on the Board of Directors and staff of the NRCS. Although NRCs have made

efforts to include various constituencies including Aboriginal peoples, they have not yet

succeeded in being as representative as they could be. There is a need for effective means

to have a broad representation including Aboriginal peoples'
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A recently retired staff member of the Social Planning Council (SPC) of Winnipeg was

consulted. She had been very invoived in the organization of SPC's Sustainable

Neighbourhoods Forum in 2000. That event brought together community organizers,

inner-city residents, and other stakeholders to consider means of developing local

capacity for community development. This spawned a committee of SPC to continue the

process.

One of the projects that resulted was the Womens Empowerment Project. This project

targeted the Spence and No¡th Point Douglas neighbourhoods also targeted by NA! The

Spence neighbourhood has been recognized,as having a number of well-established

community organizations that attempt to collaborate on initiatives. The North Point

Douglas neighbourhood has only a few community organizations and less opportunity for

such collaboration. The West Central (Spence) Womens' Group has been able to

increase participation of local women in the activities of several local organizations. The

North Point Douglas Womens' Project has developed some of their o\iln resources to

meet needs of local women.

In both cases, the womens' projects have been assisted to some extent by the local NRCs

as well as sPc. In the case of the North Point Douglas womens' Project, NECRC has

purchased and developed a building to be leased by the new organization' In Spence' the

West Central Womens' Project has worked with SNA and other partners to develop
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pïojects to meet needs of local women. SPC has identified the need for organizations

such as the NRCs to play a mentorship role for fledgling community organizations, bring

together local residents and other stakeholders to plan for revitalizationpriorities and

lobby funders to come together to provide necessary resources for revitalization efforts.

A. Summary

Two of the key informants identified that NDAP funding limited the ability of NRCs to

function effectively, although providing for organizational capacity-building. Both

identihed that NRC staff are not well-paid, although the demands of their positions were

often strenuous. Both also identified a concern that NDAP, as well as NA! in general,

might only exist with the current government making the NRCs vulnerable to a change in

government. A third informant identified that NDAP was at least partially the result of

NRC lobbying efforts for core funding of their operations. A fourth informant suggested

that while it is admirable that the Manitoba government was making such commitments

under NA!, a collaborative approach between various funders would be preferable.

One of the informants identified that TNRC represented a "gtassroots" constituency. A

second stated that the composition of the BNRC Board of Directors provided a unique

opporlunity for various stakeholders such as local residents, business owners, and

organizational representatives to work collaboratively. A third informant stated that

Aboriginal peoples, in particular, \ilere not well-represented on the Board of Directors or
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staff of the Winnipeg NRCs. In general, it was felt that NRCs were making efforts to be

inclusive, diverse, and democratic.

Two of the key informants, both Urban Planners, appreciated that NRCs were being

challenged to create Neighbourhood Deveiopment Strategies. Another informant also felt

that NRCs were instrumental in bringing together local residents and other stakeholders

to plan for revitalization efforts. Yet another informant felt that NRCs might have to

"promote a vision to the community". In general, planning was viewed as an essential

component of NRC oPerations.

One informant felt that TNRC was aggressively pursuing issues such as housing needs in

Thompson. Another informant identified that while NA! allows BNRC to develop

affordable housing in the inner-city of Brandon, such housing should not be restricted to

the inner-city. Two of the informants identified that NRCs should be involved in

preventive as well as remedial measures. In general, informants felt that NRCs were

involved in building community capacity for local rcvitalization as well as their own

or ganizational caP acitY'

3.4 Synthesis of Inquiry Results

Several broad questions were identified to direct the inquiry process of this practicum:
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1. Are NDAP objectives evaluable?

2. ATINRC objectives evaluable?

3. Is there sufficient common ground between NDAP and NRC objectives?

4. What measures can be employed to assess NDAP objectives?

Evaluability of NDAP

NDAp identifies both process and outcome objectives. Process objectives of NDAP

relate to governance, planning, financial management and reporting requirements for

NRC's. Outcome objectives include reference to increased levels of economic activity in

the community, increased levels of individual skills and improved access to opportunities.

In terms of process objectives, NDAP appeals to be compatible with NRC process

objectives. In general, all of the NRCs function democratically and attempt to be

representative of the populations they serve. All of the NRCs have agreed to provide

Five-year Neighbourhood Development Strategies and Budgets. They have also began

producing annual reports as required by NDAP.

All of the NRCs maintain an annual general meeting (AGM) where members have an

opportunity to be elected to the NRC Board of Directors. There are differences in terms

of the numbers of local resident representatives versus other stakeholders such as
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business owners or service providers who may be non-residents. As worded, NDAP

Guidelines refer only to local residents in terms of board composition. In actuality, all of

the NRCs maintain some non-residents on their Board of Directors.

As constructed, NECRC maintains the least percentage of local neighbourhood residents

(four of fourteen positions are designated to representatives frorn Residents

Organizations) on their Board of Directors. They compensate by having resident sector

meetings where the representatives to the NECRC board are elected. They also maintain

a committee of the board, composed of residents from the th¡ee NA! designated North

End Winnipeg neighbourhoods, that reviews proposals to NA!

NRC annual reports to NA! include lists of members of their Boards of Directors. NA!

staff also regularly attend NRC annual general meetings (AGMs). In these ways, NA!

can determine whether NRC boards are chosen democratically and to what extent they are

representative of the communities they serve. V/hile BNRC was identified as having all

of their Board of Directors appointed at their first AGM, their second AGM expanded the

number of BNRC district resident representatives and began electing them to the Board of

Directors.

NDAP mentions diversity is as a desirable characteristic for NRC Board of Directors. A

key informant has raised the issue that the NRCs do not have adequate representation

particularly from the growing Aboriginal community in Winnipeg. NECRC maintains
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two positions on their board for representatives from Aboriginal Organizations' WBDC

has developed a First Nations Council to ensure participation from their local Aboriginal

population. TNRC has maintained substantial involvement from Aboriginal peoples on

their board and increased participation by women at their 2003 AGM'

NA! should jointly determine with the NRCs on an acceptable level of resident

representation on their Board of Directors. The process should also identiff acceptable

alternatives such as board committees that are controlled by residents. In order to have

diverse representation and provide the knowledge and skills required on the Board of

Directors, NRCs have identif,red other stakeholders such as local business owners, service

providers, and representatives of various organizations who might not be local residents'

NDAp Guidelines should be adjusted to reflect the legitimacy of representation by these

stakeholders.

NDAp requires NRCs to submit Five-Year Budget Forecasts. In general, all of the NRCs

maintain operating costs substantially beyond the annual amounts provided by NDAP'

As well, they maintain projects that substantially increase their overall budgets.

NECRC substantially increased their overall revenue from 5544,559 in 200i to 5929,135

in2002,while NDAP funding remained at $200,000. The Neighbourhood Renewal Fund

ofNA! also provided approximately an additional $150,000 for2002' Project funding

included other provinciai sources such as $217,184 from Manitoba Family services and
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Housing to maintain their career Pathing centre. NECRC has developed diverse revenue

sources including the other levels of government, foundations, and rental income'

(Appendix H)

while a majority of NECRC funding was derived from the Province of Manitobain2}}2,

a comparison with Quint Development in Saskatchewan reveals a similar scenario'

Quint, representing a population base roughly half the size of NECRC, received $157'138

from tlre Saskatchewan Neighbourhood Developme nt Organizations program in2002' It

also received a majority of its 5651 ,607 ïevenue from the Province of Saskatchewan,

although maintaining diverse revenue sources as well. Although the Saskatchewan

NDOs operations tend to be larger in terms of populations served as compaled to the

Manitoba NRCs, all of the saskatchewan NDOs receive $150,000 core operating funding

regardless ofsize.

other NRCs, such as TNRC, rely more substantially on NDAP and other NA! funding'

As a fairly new organi zalion,TNRc has not yet developed a diverse levenue base' In

addition to the $56,250 ($75,000 pro-rated) NDAP funding in2002, TNRC accessed the

Neighbourhood Renewal Fund for $73,582 in project funding including start-up and

capacity building. TNRC has not yet acquired registered charity status and has somewhat

less access to funding sources than Winnipeg or Brandon NRCs' TNRC also has

substantial travel costs that Winnipeg and Brandon NRCs do not experience'
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Both representatives of the NRCs and key informants have identified that NDAP funding

is low in relation to actual operating costs of the NRCs as well as expectations placed

upon them by the communities they serve and funders' particularly NDAP. The student

agrees with this assessment. NAI has identified a significant role for NRCs and

encouraged communities such as Thompson to develop such resources. other funders

have not identified such a role for the NRCs, at this point, and have not been prepared to

offer core operating funding. in this context, increasing the minimum NDAP funding

would be justifiable.

Five-Year Neighbourhood Development strategies are required by NDAP' While NA!

has subsequently developed Guidelines for Neighbourhood Planning, there is no

prescribed format for these plans. NDAP Guidelines simply require that the Five-Year

Neighbourhood Development strategy include a description of the neighbourhood

(served) including geographic boundaries and population, assessment of needs' statement

of NRC goals, objectives, expected outcomes and measures of results' V/ithout a more

explicit format and specific expertise in planning, NRCs have been left to develop

planning methods that are relevant to their membership and within their experience'

While NAI staff possess some knowledge and experience in community development and

urban planning, there has not been sufficient NA! staff expertise or resources to

adequately devote to assisting NRCs in the development of their plans. It has been

subsequently determined that both NA! and the NRCs could benefit from contracting
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with an external consultant to assist in the development of "community-based

measurement indicators". This has included identiffing initial NRC successes,

organizational resource needs and long-term impact measures. An external Evaluator has

also been contracted to conduct a process evaluation of NA! over all. Results of these

processes can feed back into the planning process that is to be reviewed annually'

Overall, NRCs and key informants have described the NDAP requirements for planning

as a generally positive experience. White some of the NRCs were already engaged in

planning processes, creating a Five-Year Development Plan proved to be a challenge for

most. All of the NRCs were involved in some form of community consultation that

further expanded local participation. NRCs were able to share their plans amongst each

other in the process. plans submitted identified issues similar to those identified by NA!:

housing, safety, employment training and recreation. While NA! has established

programs to address these issues, NRC plans assist in identiffing the specific and often

local needs and perspectives. These can be incorporated into overall planning for NA!

The ,,expected outcomes" identified in the NDAP guidelines do not well represent either

NA! or NRC perspectives. These outcomes and measures were adapted from the

Saskatchewan NDO Program and probably more suit their needs than the Manitoba

experience. NA! has identified four key areas for community-driven revitalization

efforts:
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t housing and physical improvements

t employment and training
t education and recreation

t safety and crinte prevention Q'JA! Brochure, 2000)

As stated, NDAP expected outcomes do not specifically recognize improvements to

housing. NA! includes the Neighbourhood Housing Assistance (NHA) program which

has made a significant financial commitment towards the rehabilitation of substandard

housing and the development of affordable housing in NA! communities. In Winnipeg,

NHA has been combined with other housing support programs from all three levels of

government within a single-window access office. The NRCs have or are developing

Neighbourhood Housing Plans that are providing direction and identifying priorities for

housing improvements.

The Neighbourhood Renewal Fund Q'JRF) of NA! provides for a wide range of

revitalization efforts from physical improvements to community facilities such as

playgrounds and daycare centres to support for local safety initiatives. As well, NR-F

emphasizes four categories : neighbourhood capacity-building, stability, economic

development and well-being. As well as NA! staff reviewing proposals to this fund,

NRCs have been asked to review the same proposals locally in the context of their

Neighbourhood Development Strategies.

Other NA! programs include Training Initiatives which have contributed to the

development of Youth Builder training programs in West Broadway, Spence and
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Thompson. Lighthouses provides financial and technical support to several youth

recreation programs in Winnipeg, Brandon and Thompson. While these programs are

less directly related to the NRCs, there has been some connection.

A. Conclusions

1. Are NDAP objectives evaluable?

In order to be more readily evaluable, NDAP Guidelines should be revised to be more

compatible with NA! goals and programs as well the Manitoba perspective of community

economic development. This should be done, of course, with the input and permission of

the NRCs. A suggested revision to the program goal is as follows:

To provide organizational funding and technical assistance to support the formation and

operation of a dentocratic and locally administered NRC in order to undertake local

revitalization efforts within a community economic development perspective.

While the primary benefit of NDAP to the NRCs is the funding assistance provided, NA!

does provide some technical assistance in terms of the development of Neighbourhood

Development Strategies, Budgets and other requirements. The purpose of omitting

"neighbourhood residents" is not to diminish their role, but to recognize that other

stakeholders can be involved. Finally, "revitalization" is a more action-oriented and
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speciflc process being undertaken, while "community economic development" is the

perspective guiding those efforts.

Expected outcomes as stated are not directly related to the broader goals and programs of

NA! Both NA! And the NRCs are in the process of developing mutually agreed upon

outcome measurements. As NA! expected outcomes have been generally identified, the

following are suggested outcomes and measurements for this purpose of advancing this

practicum:

I. Improved local housing conditions (as measured by rehabilitation of substandard

housing, promotion of home ownership ond the development of affordable housing).

2. Intproved communityfacilities (as measured by renovation of existingfacilities such as

community centres, school playgrounds, and parl<s and the development of new

facilities including green space).

3. Increased opportunities for education, training and employment (as measured by

increases in adult education, employment training and access to employment)'

4. Increased recreational opportunities for children, youth and adults (as measured by

increases in the number of recreational programs, coordination between programs

and the capacity of these programs to accommodate participants).

5. Improved safetyfor local residents (as measured by reduction in crime, improved

security meastffes and increased perception of safety)'
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Process objectives as stated are generally acceptable. Although "neighbourhood

residents" have been suggested to be eliminated from the NDAP goal, item 5 under

Eligibility Criteria could be amended as follows:

The NRC must demonstrate capacity to establish and maintain open membership and

democratic governance structure representative of the neighbourhood's diversity

including local residents, business owners, and service providers.

These categories are sufficiently broad to allow for diverse stakeholders to be represented,

but speciffing "local" as the key term. It might also be useful to speciff a minimum

required percentage of "residents" on the Board of Directors. While it might be expected

that NRC boards have representation from both men and women, Aboriginal peoples, and

relevant ethnic populations, this expectation should probably not be legislated.

2. ATeNRC objectives evaluable?

NRC Neighbourhood Development Strategies have been developed without a specifically

prescribed format. As such, they represent the interests and experiences of each NRC. In

general, all of the NRC strategies include most of the same objectives identified in the

NDAP guidelines. Some have emphasizedprocess objectives and others are more

outcome-oriented. The revised Expected Outcomes stated above would seem to be better

suited to the NRC strategies and operational plans.
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Some of the outcomes identified are more readily measurable. BNRC has identified the

goal of developing 1,000 units of affordable housing to meet current demand in Brandon.

In order to do so, they are working with local developers and landlords to develop 200

units per year over five years. This is an objective that is quantified and simple to

measure. WBDC has identified establishing a "land trust". In order to begin measuring

outcomes, WBDC must be able to describe a land trust, state intended outcomes and how

it witl benefit the West Broadway neighbourhood.

Outcomes that are more qualitative in nature require a greater degree of narrative

commentary. TNRC has identified "Neighbourhood Empowerment" as one of their

goals. This requires some definition so that there is a common understanding of the term

"empowerment". Once we have aclear understanding of the concept, measures can then

be identified. TNRC has identified objectives such as decentralizinggovernment services

to be more responsive to in-need neighbourhoods, increased local self-determination,

proactive city planning, and active neighbourhood groups with the capacity to address

neighbourhood concerns. These are perhaps demonstrable, but will require more

complex measurements than more quantifiable objectives.

3. Is there sufficient cornmon ground between NDAP and NRC objectives?

NA! and NRCs appear to share considerable common ground in terms of both process
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and outcome objectives. NRCs have generally accepted that their Boards of Directors

should be representative of the local population and democratically elected. In some

cases, positions representing particular stakeholders have been selected by the stakeholder

organizations. Where it has been identified that an NRC has not demonstrated a

democratic process for selecting board members, the NRC has taken measures to address

the situation.

Safety, housing, employment and recreation have been identified as common areas of

concern for both NRCs and NA! The establishment of NAI had been greatly influenced

by the work of previously established NRCs such as WBDC and NECRC, previous

revitalization efforts such as Winnipeg Core Area Initiative and a twenty-five year history

of community economic development in Canada and elsewhere. The NRCs have been

established in the same context.

While there might not be the same awareness of concepts of revitalization and community

economic development amongst residents of inner-city neighbourhoods, they are

generally very aware of the issues. The need for safer neighbourhoods, improved housing

conditions, employment opportunities and accessible recreation for local children are not

abstract concepts for them. The NRCs provide a critical link between local needs and

resources such as NA!

Measures of success are often intuitive and self-evident at the neighbourhood level' The
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ability to walk down a local street without fear is critical to residents' perception of

safety. Renovation of substandard housing is something that can be observed and access

to affordable housing can be experienced. Training programs provide that provide real

opportunities for sustainable employment will create interest. A local community centre

offering an interesting drop-in recreation program for children will find children who are

interested in participating. People "vote with their feet". Despite years of revitalization

efforts in the irurer-city of Winnipeg, successes are not always self-evident'

So, there is considerable skepticism of revitalization programs from the perspective of

inner-city residents, but also from community organizers, civil servants' politicians'

academics and the general public. Millions of dollars were expended by Winnipeg Core

Area Initiatives (CAI), the Winnipeg Development Agreement and other revitalization

initiatives. Despite these initiatives, circumstances are not necessarily seen to have

significantly improved in some neighbourhoods or development has not been sustainable'

NA! does not provide funding levels available under a tri-partite agreement such as

winnipeg cAI. other than the winnipeg Housing and Homelessness Initiative' there is

not necessarily ready access to complementary funding from other levels of government'

Where these limited resources are invested must be strategic in order to have some lasting

impact. NA! does provide some access to resources for inner-city resident associations,

school parent councils, and community organizations. These groups require the

assistance that NRCs have to offer in developing and implementing their projects. How
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this relationship functions can serve to determine the effectiveness of NDAP.

4. What measures can be employed to assess NDAP objectives?

The final section of this practicum will be devoted to answering this question. Although

some common ground has been established, assessment measures need to be further

developed. White the process of assessing NDAP might take place over a matter of

years, measures that can serve to monitor NDAP on an ongoing basis can serve to suggest

ongoing pl'o grafn imProvement'
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ChaPter 4

Measuring the results of NDAP

A formative evaluation model was ploposed in order to guide the inquiry plocess towards

establishing an evaluation methodology for NDAP. While formative evaluation tends to

focus on process as opposed to outcomes, the student has suggested that some initial and

ongoing outcome measuïes can be employed within this model. Although all of the

NRC's are involved in promoting improvements within housing in their localities, some

are atan initial or planning stage while others have some significant results to date'

NDAP currently has a singular goal, as stated, of providing funding assistance towards

the formation and operatiou of NRCs. This practicum has proposed adding technical

assistance as this is already provided to some degree. Where the current goal identifies

NRCs as undertaking CED, this practicum has proposed altering this statement to

,,undertake neighbourhood revitalizationfrom a CED perspective". While this may seem

a subtle change, it allows for some very different interpretation of outcomes'

As NDAP funding commenced for most NRCs on Aprii l,z}}l,this is being proposed as

the baseline date for all measules to begin. Despite NA! being launched in 2000, the

200Il02fiscal year represents the first full year of NA! operation. As TNRC was the only

NRC not in existence at the time that NDAP was launched, this is the only example that

can be used to demonstrate how the existence of an NRC impacts on revitalization
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efforts.

4.1 Applying CCEDNET Stages of Development

CCEDNet has identified stages in the formation of a community development corporation

(CDC) as well as benchmarks at each stage. This is important in determining both the

baseline for each NRC as well as the anticipated stage of development. Although the

NRCs have not all followed the same process of development, each share some

commonality in this process.

TNRC has been the most recent to establish operations since August of 2001 . TNRC

demonstrates some characteristics of the first three stages of development identified by

CCEDNet. As described in Stage I, they have been actively engaged in a process of

community dialogue, initial collaboration and planning. Although they have completed a

strategic plan as required by NDAP, this plan will likely be refined over the next year or

so to reach a level indicated in Stage II. TNRC recently undertook a neighbourhood

housing needs assessment. As described in Stage III, they are beginning to broaden

community participation by seeking to involve the City of Thompson, local businesses

and greater representation from residents ofthe neighbourhoods targeted. Tangible

outcomes such as housing improvements, however, are only beginning to be

demonstrated.
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BNRC also demonstrates characteristics of the first three stages, although to a greater

degree. BNRC already exhibits significant public and private partnerships described

under Stage III. This has resulted in local green space improvement projects in

partnership with the City of Brandon and the development of a significant number of

affordable housing units in partnership with private landlords and developers. BNRC has

recently hired a Community Development Worker to assist them in better connecting

with BNRC District residents and community organizations. By electing several resident

representatives at their second AGM, they are beginning to strengthen representation

from that sector.

Although SNA incorporated only shortly before BNRC, there had been some significant

developmental work under the Winnipeg Development Agreement (WDA)' Some

members had been involved in that process which included participating in a planning

process, undertaking some significant local improvements such as the development of

Magnus Eliason Recreation Centre and the involvement of a residents cornmittee to guide

the process. While SNA has the advantage of this experience, WDA involved significant

support from the City of Winnipeg which has not continued to the same extent. SNA

maintains enviable resident participation which indicates their evolution from a resident-

based association to an emerging NRC.

WBDC has been in existence longer than any of the other NRCs. As the incorporated

body of the West Broadway Alliance , WBDC has a considerable network of community
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organizations within the West Broadway neighbourhood. Their community newsletter

(Broadway Broadcaster), regular community meetings and electronic network allow for

continued networking. As the one of the first NRCs to become a registered chatíty,

WBDC has begun diversiffing their levenue base as described in Stage IV' Although

WBDC had been involved a planning process under wDA, their strategic plan is not

necessarily better developed than the other NRCs. Overall, WBDC appears to have

mostly adhered to the CCEDNet stages of development'

NECRC is by far the largest of the NRCs and considerably different in structure' As

NECRC serves several neighbourhoods comparable in size to those served by a single

NRC, it is difficult to compare with the other NRCs. From inception, NECRC has sought

to represent community orgamizations, business and resident sectors' This is

accomplished more indirectly than with the other NRCs. NECRC has developed a

Strategic Plan in advance of NDAP. It has used this plan to begin implementing annual

performance reviews indicated under Stage IV. It also has the most diversified revenue

base. The Career Pathing Centre is unique to NECRC and allows for significant

outcomes in terms of employment skill development'

As illustrated in Appendix G, the student has exercised his judgement in determining the

stage of development of each of the NRCs. Based on the diversity of revenue sources'

organizational sophistication and complexity of projects undertaken, both NECRC and

WBDC were placed between stages II and IV. Based on signif,rcant, but less diversified
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revenue base, ongoingorganizational development and increasingly complex projects,

SNA and BNRC was placed between stages II and III. As TNRC is the most recently

incorporated NRC with a formative revenue base, organizational development and initial

projects, it has been placed between stages I and II'

A. Finances

CCEDNeI identifies a diversified revenue base and greater self-sufficiency as benchmarks

of Stage IV. They also identifli that it could require five to ten years from inception for a

community development corporation to reach this stage. NDAP has made a five-year

funding commitment to the NRCs. During this time, it is expected that the NRCs will be

seeking funding from other sources, apply to become a registered charity and develop

alternative sources of revenue'

NDAp provides funding assistance and impacts most directly in terms of the financial

resoulces available to the NRCs. For an emerging NRC such as TNRC, NDAP and other

NA! funds provide the majority of their revenue. As most of the NRCs follow a calendar

year and the province of a Manitoba follows a fiscal year, the annual financial statements

of the NRCs reflect their fiscal reality.

NECRC Five-Year Budget Projections anticipated revenue of $343,640 for 2001

increasing to $415,350 in 2003. While NDAP funding would remain constant at
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$200,000 per year, other revenue would increase. NDAP funding would represent 580/o

of revenue in 2001 and 56%o in 2005. Revenue from charitable foundations, including the

United Way, would range from l3%o to 25Yo per year during this period. Other funding

sources would be modest during this time with project revenues accounting fot 4Yoto

IgYo oftotal revenue..

NECRC has expanded its revenue base significantly over the two reported periods from

5544,559 in 200i to $929,135 substantially surpassing budget projections. Some of this

can be accounted for by large projects such as the Career Pathing Centre also funded by

the province of Manitoba. NDAP has decreased in the overall percentage of NECRC

revenue from33o/oin 2001 to2I.5o/oin2002. If we separate the funding for the Career

Pathing centre, the percentage of revenue NDAP represents is 50.5% in 2001 and2SYo in

2002. If we include other NA! funding, the percentage increases fuither. Overall,

province of Manitoba funding represented 81% of NECRC revenue in 2001 andTlo/o in

2002.

NECRC increased its revenue from other sources between these two reported periods. As

NECRC owns assets such as commercial buildings, they have recently developed a

revenue stream from rent. Rental income represented ZYo of revenue in 2002. Corporate

donations represented 3%o inboth 2001 and2002. Funding from the other levels of

government represented 3%o in2001 and 5.5Yo in2002. Funding from charitable

foundations increased from 5.5Yo in 2001 to ll.5o/o ín2002. (Appendix H)
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BNRC has been in existence since 2000 and, as of March3l,2003, had not yet become a

registered charity. At its second AGM in January of 2003,BNRC submitted its first

audited financial statement. BNRC has adopted a fiscal year and submitted a financial

statement for April 1,2001to March 3I,2002. This will be referred to as the 2001

statement. Unique to the NRCs being considered, BNRC administers ali NA!- funded

projects in Brandon'

The BNRC Five-Year Budget projected operating revenue of $88,56i in 1001 rising to

$94,500 by 2006. In 2001, NDAP would represent 85% of BNRC operating revenue and

79o/oin2006. The City of Brandon has made a commitment of $40,000 in support of

BNRC which the corporation has budgeted over four years representing approximately

l0%o ofoperating revenue. other unidentified sources of operating revenue would rise

from 5%o in2002 to IjYo in 2006.

In 200i, BNRC recorded revenue of $372,851 of which $241,871representedNA!-

funded projects. Of the $130,980 remaining, NDAP and other NA! operating funds

represented 63%o of operating revenue. The Government of Canada contributed l5o/o of

operating revenue. The Downtown Brandon Business Improvement Area contributed 6%

and the Manitoba Metis Federation contributed 4o/o of operating revenue. Including

project funding, the Province of Manitoba funding represented 91% of BNRC revenue'
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As all of the NRCs operate in a significantly different manner, it is difficult to generalize

these results to all of the NRCs. It is safe to say, however, that during the first year of

NDAP, all of the NRCs depended on NDAP for a majority of their operating revenue.

province of Manitoba funding also accounted for an even higher amount of NRC revenue

if project-based and other departmentai funding is included. As with the NECRC

example, other funding can eclipse NDAP funding within a relatively-short time period'

All of the NRCs are pursuing other funding particularly from the other levels of

government. While only three of the NRCs had become registered charities as of March

3l,2003,their ability to generate revenue from sources such as charitable foundations

can increase significantly as demonstrated by NECRC'

B. Staffing

Human resources are probably the most critical resources available to the NRCs. For the

four NRCs receiving the base NDAP funding, the $75,000 provided usually allows for the

employment of the Executive Director and some of the administrative costs. With the

Brandon example, administrative costs were identified as 5102,269 in 200i with almost

equal amounts for staff salaries and other administrative costs such as rent, off,tce

equipment and supplies. Other NAI funding also allowed for the employment of a

Housing Coordinator.
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while BNRC employed a staff of three in 2001, including contract-based employees,

NECRC employed five full-time staff and several part-time/ contract positions' These

full+ime positions included community Liaison officer, Business Development officer'

Training Development co-ordinator and Housing outreach worker as well as the

Executive Director. Although other administrative costs are also higher than the smaller

NRC's, staff costs account for a more significant portion of administrative costs'

The Executive Directors (EDs) are responsible for the overall operation of the

corporation. This includes recruiting board members, organizing AGMs and other

meetings, fundraising and supervising staff. All of the EDs have post secondary

education and significant community work experience' White one ED had previous

management experience, this has been the first management experience for most of the

EDs.

By March 3I,2003,a11 of the NRCs employed a Housing Co-ordinator, a Community

Development Co-oÏdinator and at least part-time Administrative Support or equivalent

positions. The Neighbourhood Renewal Fund of NA! provides for at least part of the

funding for these positions. NRC in v/innipeg have been able to access funding from the

Cityofwinnipegtocost-shareonHousingCo-ordination.

Housing Co-ordination has become a necessity for the NRCs. Atl of the NRCs are

actively involved in the revitalization of housing within their respective communities' In
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order to access funding from the Neighbourhood Housing Assistance Q'{HA) program of

NA!, NRCs must develop a Neighbourhood Housing Plan which identifies local housing

needs, priorities and action plan. While none of the NRCs are acting directly as housing

developers, their role in co-ordinating these efforts has been considered crucial to NHA

and the City of Winnipeg, in particular. While NECRC has opted to contract much of

this role, the other NRCs have employed full-time staff'

Community Development is equally considered necessary. NRCs have identified that

local community groups often require assistance in developing projects, addressing issues

such as safety require signif,rcant co-ordination and keeping community members actively

involved in the work of the NRCs requires ongoing organizing' A Community

Development Co-ordinator has been viewed a means of fulfilling at least some of this

role. For NECRC, their more expansive territory, including three NA! neighbourhoods'

has placed considerable stress on this position requiring even further contract resources'

WBDC has employed a full-time staff to co-ordinate local environmental activities under

the "Greening of West Broadway". SNA has employed a part-time Community

Economic Development Co-ordinator as well as contracting with SEED Winnipeg'

In order to administer growing porlfolios and projects, each of the NRCs has employed

some Administrative support. As of March 31,2003, BNRC was the onlyNRC to

employ a full-time Administrative Support position' SNA employed a full-time

Neighbourhood Facilitator who also has some administrative functions. Despite its
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expanding scope, NECRC continues to share reception with anothet organization. The

other NRCs contract bookkeeping and other administrative functions, although EDs and

other staff also fulfill this role.

It is important to note that all of the NRCs have placed emphasis on hiring locally. This

is compatible with CED principles identified by NA! and adopted by many community

organizations including NRCs. All of WBDC and SNA staff reside within their

respective neighbourhoods. While BNRC and TNRC staff reside in their respective

cities, they do not necessarily reside in the neighbourhoods targeted. Some NECRC staff,

particularly contracted staff, do reside in the NA! neighbourhoods. As it is difficult to

find individuals with the qualifications required in some locales, goals of local hiring are

more challenging in these communities.

It is evident that the staffing levels required by NRCs have increased within the time

period being considered here. At the same time, NDAP funding levels have not

increased. To some extent, NRCs have been supported by other NA! funding for these

positions. Housing Coordination, in particular, appeals to have become an operational

necessity. Many of the NRC staff are performing roles which are fairly new to them and

are being challenged to develop new skills. Professional development within relatively

small organizations with limited revenue is usually also limited.

NA! does provide some technical support on a limited basis. NRC staff are able to
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consult with NA! staff on a regular basis. As NAI staff levels are also limited, the level

of support might not be sufficient. NA! and the NRCs have jointly contracted assistance

in developing mutually acceptable outcome measules and identifring organizational

training requirements. These are critical components for neighbourhood planning and

evaluation. Overall, the technical support role to the NRCs is one that should be

explored further.

According to CCEDNet, most of the NRCs appear exhibit characteristics of Stages II and

III. In Stage II, CDCs are involved in "concrete organizational development". All of the

NRCs are engaged in this process. In Stage III, CDCs become fully operational' While

all of the NRCs are operational, their roles are evolving providing new challenges to their

operation. Towards the end of the five-year commitment of NDAP, we should expect

that some of the NRCs will be approaching stage IV which is identified as a mature

organization with annual performance reviews'

C. CommunitY Resources

Chaskin et at. (2001) categorize community resources as local leadership, networks and

support for collective action. Volunteer directors of NRCs certainly demonstrate a

leadership role within their communities. NRCs maintain networks of local residents,

businesses and community organizations. Collective action requires that networks

provide support to members and be able to act in a unified manner when required'
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The Boards of Directors of NRCs charucterize local support and provide legitimacy to the

NRCs. White NDAP refer solely to the involvement of local residents, they incorporate

representatives of business and community (not-for-profit) organizations' NDAP also

requires that these structures are democratic. CCEDNeI's Stage II identifies "democratic

local accountability" and Stage III identifies "broadening democratic community

participation,,. All of the NRCs currently allow for the nomination and election to the

Board of Directors. All have positions open to residents or, in the case of NECRC,

representatives of resident organizations. Some have also identified positions open to

representatives from business and community organizations.

Each of the NRCs involve networks to some extent. CCEDNet Stage III identifies

"working partnerships with public, private and third sector groups"' WBDC has

maintained the West Broadway Alliance of local community organizations and residents

linked by the West Broadway Broadcaster community ne\ilspaper, electronic mail

network and regular community meetings. SNA has divided their neighbourhood into

eight smaller sub-neighbourhoods to allow for greater organization of local residents.

TNRC and BNRC are providing linkages amongst sectors that have not necessarily

connected well until recently. NECRC has sectoral meetings which elect representatives

to their Board of Directors'
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4.2 The Partnership: Role of NRCs relative to Neighbourhoods Alive!

While NDAP provides core funding support to NRCs and requires some local planning, it

also bestows a special status on the NRCs. By virtue of developing Neighbourhood

Development Strategies, the NRCs are involved in determining issues and priorities for

revitalization efforts. NA! also asks NRCs to play a coordinating role in their

respective communities in regards to revitali zation. The Neighbourhood Renewal Fund

of NA! requests NRCs to provide an endorsement of local project proposals based on

relevance to their Neighbourhood Development strategies' In many cases, the NRCs are

the project proponents. Access to Neighbourhood Housing Assistance, as well as certain

City of Winnipeg funding under the Winnipeg Housing and Homelessness Initiative'

requires that NRCs develop Neighbourhood Housing Plans. Thompson and Brandon

have also undertaken housing needs studies in their communities'

TheNeighbourhoodRenewalFundQ.{RF)isthebroadest-basedrevitalizationfundunder

NAI It has provided a commitment of up to $2 million per year for the past three years

for Thompson, Brandon, and the five Winnipeg NA! neighbourhoods' The four

eligibility categories of Neighbourhood Capacity Building, Stability, Economic

Development and well-Being are broad enough to support small scale planning efforts or

larger scale capital projects where other funding partners are involved'

One simple measure would be to examine the number and types of projects funded by
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NRF. This can be fuither divided by community (Brandon, Thompson, North End

Winnipeg, West Broadway and Spence). While this could be criticized as simply

demonstrating the capacity of communities to spend money' to some extent, it does

demonstrate the ability to develop project proposals that meet NRF criteria and NRC

priorities. other elements such as other funding sources can be identified within projects'

Thompson provides the most dramatic example of how the existence of an NRC impacts

on community capacity to utilize available resources such as the Neighbourhood Renewal

Fund Q.,IRF). In 2001, NRF approved six projects in Thompson for a total of $69'310' In

2002,NRF approved nine projects in Thompson for a total of $259,189' TNRC

accounted for four of these projects including establishing a housing needs study and

small grants fund.

Communities such as West Broadway with well-established NRCs demonstrate that they

are able to immediately utilize available revitalization resources. In 2001, NRF approved

18 projects for a total of $230, 425. In2002,11 NRF projects in'West Broadway totalled

g282,628. WBDC accounted for six of the 2002projects. WBDC completed their

Neighbourhood Housing Plan in 2001 and continued to implement their plan in 2002'

(Appendix I)

Simply being able to utilize resources is probably not a sufficient measure. The ability of

community organizations to maximizethe use of resources by diversiffing their revenue
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base and generating their own revenue demonstrates what CCEDNet refers to as a Stage

iV or a mature organization. While WBDC facilitated the establishment of Art City, it is

now separately incorporated with a diverse revenue base' In 2002,N4! identified that for

every NRF dollar invested, other complementary funding of more than one additional

dollar was generated. This would be expected to increase in subsequent years'

Based on revitalization priorities identified by NA! programs and Neighbourhood

Development Strategies developed by NRCs, the student has proposed significantly

altering the NDAP Expected Outcomes. The student has proposed improvements to

housing, community facilities and safety and increased educational and recreational

opportunities as outcomes. NRCs are actively engaged in housing revitalization activities

utilizing Neighbourhood Housing Assistance Q'IHA). NA! Training Initiatives and

Lighthouses contribute resources to education and recreation. NRF is utilized for a wide

range of projects including improvements to community facilities.

NHA identifies the goal of rehabilitating substandard housing and promoting increased

home ownership. It has also been used extensively in the development of affordable

housing units. NRCs are requires to develop a Neighbourhood Housing Plan identiffing

local housing needs and priorities for rcvitalization. Although none of the NRCs are

housing developers, they play an essential role in planning, setting priorities and co-

ordinating housing r ev italization efforts.
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BNRC has identified the need for 500 units of affordable housing in Brandon to house its

growing population of low-income working families. BNRC has set its own benchmark

of developing 100 units of housing per year ovef a five year period' It plans to

accomplish this objective by partnering primarily with private landlords and developers.

To March 31,2003, Brandon has accessed over $ 1 .7 million in NHA funds in the

development of 175 units of housing. Brandon has also accessed 52 million in other

governmental funding and $3.7 million in project contributions from developers in

rehabilitati ng 320 units of housing.

WBDC has identified the rehabilitation of local housing, the promotion of increased

home ownership and the establishment of a community land trust as priorities. WBDC

has partnered with not-for-profit housing developers such as Winnipeg Housing

Rehabilitation Corporation, Westminster Housing Society and the University of

Winnipeg. As of March 31, 2003, the West Broadway neighbourhood accessed over

$g70,000 from NHA and almost $2 million in other governmental funding to rehabilitate

124 units of housing and 52 shelter beds. Developers have provided over $2.5 million in

mortgage hnancing and other funding. WBDC's process has stressed the use of local

labour including trainees from the West Broadway Youth builders program. The West

Broadway Land Trust will allow for collective ownership and control of land while

providing opportunity for private ownership of housing units. While some houses have

been sold and others entered in a rent-to-own contract, the majority continues to be rental

housing.
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Overall NHA has contributed over $6 million towards the rehabilitation of over 1,300

units of housing and over 100 shelter beds in Winnipeg and Brandon as of March 31'

2003. other governmental funding, including municipal, provincial and federal sources,

has contributed an additional $14 million and developers have contributed over S8'5

million. Most of these units have been developed or maintained as affordable rental

housing. While only a relatively small number have been sold to new home owners'

many more have been developed as rent-to-own units' The impact on home ownership is

clearly difficult to measure in the short-term. V/hile Brandon has partnered primariiy

with private sector developers, Winnipeg NRCs have chosen to partner primarily with

not-for-profit sector developers. Both have resulted in a significant number of housing

units being rehabilitated primarily as affordable rental housing. The difference is that the

not-for-profit developers in Winnipeg have stressed local control and the training and

employment of local residents in the process'

NRCs play an essential role in the process of housing revitalization under NA!, but not

necessarily a critical role. Again, Thompson provides us the only example of the impact

of an emerging NRC. As of March 31, 2003, Thompson had not accessed any NHA

funding. TNRC has developed a Housing Needs Assessment for Thompson and has

begun development of their first housin grevitalization projects' Unlike Brandon'

Thompson does not have an overall demand for more housing units. While much of the

housing in the inner-city of Winnipeg is over 50 years old, few housing units in
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Thompson are close to that age. TNRC has identified housing issues which include

access to good quality, affordable housing. The next few years will determine the role of

TNRC in promoting housing tevitalization in Thompson'

For the most part, housing revita\ization produces tangible outcomes which can be

empirically judged and quantifiably measured. Other outcomes such as improvements in

neighbourhood safety are often much less tangible and require more qualitative measuÍes.

While substantial NA! resources have been directed at improvements to housing,

relatively few resources have been directed to improvements in safety. The Lighthouses

program of NAI provides $300,000 per year for 2I youth recreation sites in Winnipeg,

Brandon and Thompson. Other programs, specifically NR-F, can contribute to safety-

related initiatives.

Both NECRC and SNA have identified safety as a primary community development issue

within their respective communities to be addressed under their Neighbourhood

Development Strategies. NECRC developed aNeighbourhood Safety Plan in 2002. As

of March 3I,2003,NECRC accessed NRF funding to employ a Safety Coordinator to

begin implementing recommendations from their plan. NECRC also accessed NRF

funding to contribute to the deployment of three Winnipeg Police Service Resource

Officers in three North End Winnipeg High Schools. The Selkirk Avenue Business

Improveme nt Zone also accessed NRF funding for the installation of security lighting on

local businesses.
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SNA has been involved in conducting a neighbourhood safety audit. As of March 3 1,

2003,SNA has accessed NRF funding to provide security lighting and fencing for home

owner and landlord properties. SNA also supported Jobworks Youth builders in

accessing NA! Training Initiatives and NRF funding towards training local at-risk youth

in housing renovation as well as life skills and academic upgrading.

Both NECRC and SNA have identified expected outcomes of reducing crimes against

persons and property, within their respective communities, by as much as25o/oby 2006'

sNA has translated this to a 5o/o reduction per year. The winnipeg Police service can

provide a monthly update on reports of crimes by neighbourhood. These statistics do

fluctuate over time, although the inner-city of Winnipeg tends to have higher crime rates

than more suburban areas. Other NRC goals such as more local residents reporting

crimes and community policing initiatives, however, can actually contribute to higher

crime rates based on reported crimes'

More qualitative measures that determine resident perception of safety can also be

employed. The Winnipeg Inner City Research Alliance has recently produced a Quality

of Life study. They are able to compare inner-city versus suburban responses to a wide

range of question. Although the study did not directly ask respondents whether they felt

safe in their neighbourhood, a number of questions were safety-related. such studies are

inherently subjective and require extensive resources to implement' The ability of NRCs
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to implement such a survey in their localities on any regular basis would be questionable'

All of the NRCs are undertaking safety-related initiatives. There is also some expectation

that other initiatives whether in housing improvements or improved educational'

recreational and employment opportunities for youth will have an impact on

neighbourhood safety. While it would be diffrcult to determine the specific contributing

factors, there are some noticeable changes within some of the NA! neighbourhoods' The

incidents of arson which plagued North End Winnipeg in the late 1990's have been

significantly reduced. Both municipal and provincial regulations have been developed in

the past two years, particularly in Winnipeg, to assist neighbourhoods in closing sites

operating drug trafficking and other criminal activity. NRCs have been actively involved

in promoting these efforts. While it might be difficult to reduce reported crime rates or

even improve perception of safety over the short-term, there are specific safety-related

efforts that NRCs can identiff and measure annually'

The Community Economic Development Perspective

Community Economic Development (CED) has been identified as the particular

perspective in which to focus local revitalization efforts. The Province of Manitoba has

developed a CED Lens which identiff several principles for revitalization' NRCs also

employ cED principles in their local revitalization efforts.

4.3
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NA! staff utilize the CED Lens in analysing project proposals. CED Principles have also

been incorporated into NAI documents such as the criteria for the Neighbourhood

Renewal Fund. A synopsis is to be included with a revised NA! Communications

Package and available on the NA! Internet site. (Appendix F) The NA! Forum on CED

introduced the CED principles to a larger audience, although most NRCS wele already

familiar with these PrinciPles.

NRCs are almost inherently compatible with CED principles as NRCs are a form of

community development corporation. Some of the NRCs are members of CCEDNet and

have attended annual conferences such as one held in Winnipeg in October of 2002'

Local decision-making is incorporated into their operation. Local hiring is preferred,

although this depends on the ability to locate local candidates with the necessary

qualifications or the ability to provide necessary training. Other principles are applied to

a greater or lesser extent by each NRC. WBDC has focussed on incorporating positive

environmental impacts in initiatives such as Greening West Broadway'

A CED perspective does provide some challenges in implementation' School play

structures have become somewhat costly, although safer and lower maintenance than

previous wooden structures. Wooden structures were able to be constructed locally, often

with volunteer labour and donated materials. Newer structures are metai and plastic and

often require special tools in order to install. While there are Canadian companies that

manufacture such structures, there are none located in Manitoba.
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4.4 Conclusions

NDAp suggests two foci for measurements. Organizational capacity of NRCs is the

initial focus. NDAP provides core funding to support the formation and operation of

NRCs. A number of process objectives provide some direction for measurement. The

second focus is on community capacity. The student has suggested revised outcome

objectives that also provide direction for measurement. The CED perspective can be

incorporated into these measurements.

To a considerable extent, the annual reports of the NRCs provide information that is

based on both process and outcome objectives. While some of the measures are already

being utilized, other measures are being developed jointly with NA! Operating budgets,

staffing and community resources are three areas that can be measured in terms of the

organizational capacity of NRCs. Improvements in housing, community facilities and

safety as well as increased educational and recreational opportunities are measures of

community capacity. NA! documents such as NRF and NHA data bases provide further

information.

Housing and Safety illustrate two issues that pose differing approaches to measurement.

Available resources also determine the extent to which each issue can be addressed both

in the short and long term. Empirical evidence of outcomes are easier to determine for

issues such as improvements to housing and community facilities. Increased educational
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and recreational opportunities can also be determined empirically, although issues such as

access might mitigate the simple availability of resources. The issue of neighbourhood

safety will provide an interesting challenge for both NA! and NRCs in terms of

measurement.

Although a cED perspective has been incorporated into NA! programs such as NRF'

projects are proposed by community organizations who might be as aware of this

perspective. NRCs are also at different levels of awareness of CED. NA! has sought to

inform proponents regarding cED through a public forum and accessible documents'

CED principles also provide a challenge in terms of local access to required resources'
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks

5.1 Evaluating the Professional Learning Objectives

Several student learning objectives were identified for this practicum:

0 Acquisition of knowledge in program and organizational evaluation particular to

urban r ev ita\ization pro grams and community development corporations'

t Development of skills in evaluation by applying acquired knowledge in

determining the evaluability of NDAP, a suitable methodology for evaluation of

NDAP including measurement tools and beginning to implement a program

evaluation Process.

0 Demonstration of a practical application of knowledge and skill by implementing

a process of inquiry including documentary analysis and consultations with key

informants from NRCs and selected agencies'

0 Contribution to the knowledge base of urbanrevitalization, community

development and evaluation'

While this represents primarily a self-assessment, ongoing consultation with key figures

was incorporated into the process. The student has consulted regularly with his MSW

Advisor in order to ensure that the practicum has been proceeding as required by the

MSW program. The student has also consulted with the Manager of Neighbourhood
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Programs including Neighbourhoods Alive! As the student's supervisor at

Intergovernmental Affairs and a member of the student's practicum committee, he has

been well placed to advise on the structure of the practicum. Finally, the practicum

inquiry process has involved extensive consultation with key informants from the NRCs

and selected agencies involved in community development and urban tevitalization'

These key informants have not only provided critical information but provided some

direction for the Practicum.

In terms of acquiring knowledge, the literature review was presented as the primary

means of demonstrating that the student had extensively researched the subject of

program and organizational evaiuation specific to community development and urban

revitalization. while the student began with considerable knowledge and experience in

community development and some knowledge and experience in urban revitalization'

acquiring knowledge of evaluation in these areas required considerable research' The

research included Internet searches and contact with another provincial govemment'

While researching literature was ploposed as the primary means of demonstrating

acquisition of knowledge, consultation with key informants also provided critical

knowledge from sources familiar with the subject. Both an extensive literature review

and synthesis of an informative consultation process has been presented in this practicum'

Much of the literature review provided an essential context for the practicum' The

student attempted to relate relevant literature to the circumstances involved in this
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practicum. In particular, literature specif,rc to the chosen evaluation model, determining

program evaluability, and assessing operations of community development corporations

was applied in the practicum. In this way, the student has demonstrated skill in applying

some of this knowledge. As Coordinator of NA!, the student has had numerous occasions

to advise clients on elements of project evaluation. Having involved himself in such a

process has strengthened the student's ability to understand the subject'

The inquiry process has been presented as a method of applying knowledge and skills in

determining evaluability of NDAP, developing a suitable evaluation methodology and

initial implementation of the methodology. The documentary analysis focussed on the

Guidelines for NDAp which was analysed in considerable detail. Consultations with key

informants also focussed on NDAP Guidelines, but allowed for a more general discussion

of NAI support for NRCs. Interviewing, particularly in an open-ended format, is a task

which can challenges even seasoned interviewers. Both processes tended to complement

each other and provide necessary information and direction.

The evaluability assessment delivered some concrete recommendations to improve the

evaluability of NDAp. An evaluation model, revised process and outcome objectives and

respective measures have been suggested. Examples have been presented to illustrate the

potential utility of each measure. The results of this process can contribute to the actual

evaluation process in which NA! is engaged. Again, as Coordinator of NA!, the student

is in a position to be able to utilize these results.
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In developing this practicum the student has benefitted from research and actual

evaluations of other urban revitalization programs such as the Winnipeg Core Area

Initiative and the saskatchewan Neighbourhood Development organizations program as

well as CCEDNet's developmental stages of CDCs. The student has shared his practicum

proposal with the NRCs as well as other parties and will be sharing this final practicum

report with those parties. The hope is that this practicum will contribute something to

other work in this field.

Overall, the student believes that he has achieved the learning objectives set out for this

practicum. Ongoing consultation with the student's MSV/ Advisor, practicum committee

member, and key informants have suggested that the practicum has been both sound in

concept and well-executed. Graduate students are to demonstrate some mastery of a topic

in their chosen fietd. This student does believe that learning is a life-long commitment as

demonstrated by his journey to reach this point. As such, mastery is an elusive concept,

especially in the context of advances in information technology. This student obtained

his undergraduate degree at a time when the Internet was only a concept. This practicum

has employed not only the Internet, but another generation of knowledge on the chosen

topic.
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5.2 Implications for Application

The evaluation model chosen for this practicum topic has directed the development of a

particular methodology. A formative evaluation model can be used to provide ongoing

program monitoring and the potential for continuous program improvement. NA! has

completed its third year of operation, but programs such as NDAP have come into being

during this period. The NRCs have also evolved during this time period. A formative

evaluation model is particularly appropriate for the dynamic nature of neighbourhood

revitalization.

The evaluability assessment has suggested a significant revision of the NDAP goal and

outcome objectives in order to facilitate the evaluation process. While NDAP process

objectives were determined to be satisfactory in general, the revised goal has suggested

adding the provision of technical support to NRCs and recognizing stakeholders other

than local residents. Outcome objectives have been significantly altered. These are

significant changes which NA! would have to discuss and seek agreement with NRCs in

order to implement.

Three areas for evaluating process areas have been suggested: NRC finances, staff

resources and community resources. NRC ftnances, in terms of operating budgets,

provide the potential for economic sustainability of these organizations. NRCs will likely

still require financial support from the provincial government after five years of
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operation, but should have signif,rcantly diversified their revenue base and developed

some of their own resources. Staff resources are likely the most critical element to the

operation of the organization. Technical support and training are items that NA! might

have to consider providing to a greater extent. Harnessing resources such as the many

local volunteers and in-kind supports necessary to the functioning of an NRC

demonstrates building of enhanced community capacity. For the most part, NRCs already

provide this information on an annual basis'

The revised outcomes have suggested five objectives to replace three that did not seem to

follow from either NA! or NRC priorities. Data from NA! programs could be used more

effectively to inform stakeholders of progress in these areas' NA! might be asked by

politicians, media and the general public to account for public resources invested. While

there will be tangible results that can be demonstrated, other results will require creative

means of illustrating the benefits. As one key informant expressed, "its not simply about

building houses, but about building community".
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS (Acronyms)

NA!

NDAP

NRC

BNRC

TNRC

NECRC

SNA

WBDC

CED

Neighbourhoods Alive!

Neighbourhood Development Assistance Program

Neighbourhood Renewal Corporation

Brandon Neighbourhood Renewal Corporation

Thompson Neighbourhood Renewal Corporation

North End Community Renewal Corporation

Spence Neighbourhood Association

West Broadway Development Corporation

Community Economic DeveloPment
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Neighbourhood ProfÏles - Winnipeg Inner-City
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City of Winnip.g - Neighbourhood Profiles

WB Soence WPGNPD LSP WW

Population
1 0005 6745 6230 5350001971 4210 2115

6780 5240 4895 564475l98l 3170 1680

-20 -32 -22 -21 5
%1971

1996

-25

2895 1 100 6230 5190 3940 618475

-38 -23 -37 15.6
%1971

àE 48

1996

o/ ^i¡ala-naranf

families 47.4 37.7 44 41.7 16.630

b/o low-income
78.8 æ.2 7ê 70.5 24.3

families 64.2

65 38.6 56.41 35
Educatlon 59 69.5

olo<.ilr.12

26.3 29.2 30.3 8.2
I lnarnnlnwrnant 26.4 33.3

Rate

Tohomeowners 38.5 10.9 eo 4.8 19.4 62

TomOverS

1995-96 20.7 34.6 31.8 40.7 40.7 16.1

1991-96 58.9 63.7 59.5 74.7 65.3 43.9

%Aboriginal 37 27.8 28 736 47.9

14.3 39.2 11.9
%Visible MinoritY 12.3 9.1 15.€



APPendix C

Map - WinniPeg NA! Neighbourhoods
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Appendix D

CCEDNet Stages of Community Capacity Building
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CCEDI\ET STAGES OF COMMUNITY CAPACITY BTIILDING

IV

UI

II

I

Stage

o Mature organization

. CDC operational

a Establish CDC

o Consultation
. Shared analysis

Activities

. Diversified revenue base

. Annual reviews

a Broad participation
Partnershipsa

. Strategic Plan

. Accountability

. Visioning

. Collaboration
o Action plan

Benchmark

3-5 yrs

2yrs.

6 mos.-l yr

3 mths -
2years

Period
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Neighbourhood Development Assistance Program Guidelines
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DEFINITIONS

PROGRAM GOAL

EXPECTED
OUTCOMES

ELIGIBILITY
CRITERIA

PROGRAM GUIDELINES
NEIGHBOU RHOOD DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

ua¡touß

NRC: Neighbourhood Renewal Corporation'

CommunityEconomicDevelopment:Aprocess.ofharmonizing
economic ano sociat goaté at the local level through the participation

and leadership of community members'

Neighbourhood Renewal corporation: A locally based non-share capital' - 
îorpor"tion established for the purpose of implementing community

economic develoPment.

FiscatYean April 1't to March 31't.

Neighbourhood: People living in a specified locality

To provide organizationalfunding assistance to support the formation

aÀd operation-of a democratic and locally ad.ministered NRC by

;;,gññ;hood residents in order to undertake community economic

development.

lncreased level of economic development activity in the community

i;;;;;*red by job creation through the sustaining or development

of small business).

lncreased level of individual skills (as measured by increases in

literacy or numeracy skills, job training, academic training)'

lmproved access to opportunities (as measured by improvements in

childcare services, transportation, etc')'

1. The NRC must operate in the communities and neighbourhoods

designated under Neighbourhoods Alive!'

2'TheNRCmustrepresentanolderareaWhere,comparedtothe
larger communitY:

. the average income, education, home ownership and property

values äre substantiallY lower;
olevelsofunemployment,socialassistancedependencyand

mobility are substantially higher; and

. housin-g and neighbourhood infrastructure have significantly

declined.

a

a
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FUNDING CRITERIA

Phase One: Start-uP

Funding Term

Application
Requirements

Eligible Costs

3. The territory of a NRC must be distinct and not overlap with the

territorY of another NRC.

4. The NRC must be administered locally and be accountable to the

neighbourhood.

5. The NRC must demonstrate capacity to establish and maintain open

membership anà a democratic goveinance structure representative

of the neighbourhood's diversitY'

6. The NRC must be incorporated as a non-share capital corporation'

or preparing to be incorporated as such'

The intent of this phase is to provide funding to support activities aimed

"i,-tìl "it"btishing 
àn NRC; änd (2) producìng a 5-year neighbourhood

Oevètópment strategy with an associated budget'

The term of the funding for the start-up Phase will depend on the needs

of the neighbourhood.

1. A description of the neighbourhood (including population) and an

assessment of neighbourhood needs'

2.AstatementoftheproposedNRC'sgoals,objectives,expected
outcomes and measures of results'

3. Names of members of the proposed NRC board' committees and

key staff,

4,Geographicboundariesoftheproposedneighbourhood.

5. A plan for ensuring an inclusive NRC membership'

6.ApreliminaryworkplanfortheNRCincludinganoutlineofthe
n"iónooutr'rood planning process identifying activities, timeframes

and budgets.

Eligible costs include the following and shall be identified in the

application:

o lnformation meetings, workshops and similar approaches to soliciting

local inPut and involvement.

¡ Development of a NRC 5-year neighbourhood,development strategy

includingafirstyearworkplanandmulti-yearbudgets.

rPreparationoforganizationalop.eratingpoliciesandby-laws
indüding gou"rnãn.e, conflict of interest, administration and

"".ouniin! 
(including reporting, audit and accountability)'

. Board, employee, volunteer and member training activities'
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Funding Level

Phase Two:
Operations

Funding Term

Application
Requirements

Eligible Costs

o Legal incorporation costs to establish a NRC'

o Administration and accounting costs

o Contracting of a co-ordinator on a term basis'

Funding will be up to a maximum of $25,000 and will be determined by

Manito[a based on the proposal, assessed need and available budget'

The NRC will be encorågéd to seek economies through partnerships,

alliances, volunteers and in-kind support'

The intent of this phase is to provide funding to support the core

operations and activities of the NRC'

The term of the funding for the operations Phase will be five years

,rnj".t to renewal .nJ.nnr"l review of progress in implementing the

neighbourhood development strategy'

L A detailed progress report, including evaluation results, on the Phase

One activities,-or the previous operating year, as applicable'

2. Confirmation of incorporated status'

3. A list of NRC members which demonstrates local diversity.

4. Annualwork plan identifying goals, objectives and key measures of

results.

S.UpdatedS.yearneighbourhooddevelopmentstrategy,asapplicable.

6. Budget for the fiscal year and a current 5-year budget forecast,

inclu-ding all expenditures and sources of revenue'

7. lnterim or annualfinancial statement completed by a qualified

independent accounting firm.

oOfficespace,equipment,furnishings,andoperationsofaNRC
office.

o Employment of staff (e.g' manager, administrator, community

development worker, etc).

. Administration and accounting costs'

. organizational development, member/employee/volunteer/board

develoPment and training.

¡ Revisions to the neighbourhood development plan'

o Funding by the NRC of feasibility studies and business plans for

locat initiaiives that support NRC objectives provided-that total

annual expenditures in this area do not exceed $15,000.

. Preparation of the annualwork plan'
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lneligible Costs

Funding Level

REPORTING AND
EVALUATION

COMPLEMENTARY
PROVINGIAL
SUPPORT

APPLICATION
PROCESS

Neighbourhoods Alive\Renewal Fund\CED Funding Proposal doc

o lnitiatives directly related to the core functions of community

economic develoPment.

. Annual report.

o Provision of loans or any form of investments to individuals,

partnershiPS or corporations.

o Hospitality, unless authorized by Manitoba'

. Any other ineligible costs which Manitoba may identify through an

agreement with the NRC.

Based on the neighbourhood development strategy, local need, annual

*ãik úá" ãno tuñoing from other sources, at Manitoba's discretion

üp to-f óOø of eligiblã costs may be contributed in accordance with the

following scale:

Contribution
up to $ 75,000/Year
up to $125,000/Year
up to $200,000/Year

Neiqhbourhood PoPulation
up to 10,000
10,001 to 30,000
30,001 Plus

The NRC will be encouraged to seek operational economies through

partnerships, alliances, volunteers and in-kind support'

Annual reporting and evaluation requirements will be set out in the

rgi"";",ìt whiih the proponent will be required to sign with Manitoba

TheNRCmaybeeligibleforcomplementaryprogramsupportunder
Manitoba's Nä¡ghOourhoods Alive! initiative or other Provincial programs

Applications should be submitted to

Neighbourhoods Alive!
Manitoba I ntergovernmental Affairs
607 - 800 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3G 0N4
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CommunitY Economic DeveloPment

Community Economic Development (CED) is a term that refers to a process of

combining social and economic development towards fostering economic' social'

environmãntal, and cultural well-being of communities' Community can refer to groups

of people who share common experieñces, goals, language, heritage and culture' It often

,"ri6 io gro.rp, of people within a specified geographic area such as a rural village, an

urban rr"funbå.rrt oo¿ ót an entire ciiy. Fundãmental to a CED approach is that the

fro".r, is driven UV ift. community including local residents, businesses, and service

irouiaerr. Local etonomies are stiength.n.ã by local skil1, employment, and business

tior-pront and noçfÀr-profit) developirent which contribute to community well-being'

cED is a key component of the Province of Manitoba's economic strategy and an

upfrou"fr central ó Ñ;ighb"urhoods Alive! The Basic principles of CED are outlined

below. community or{anizations applying to Neighbourhoods Alive! are asked to

describe, if possiblL, hõw their projeót demonstrates some of these principles:

1. Local Employment - support long-term employment opportunities for local

residents including hirini iocally, õreate opportunities for greater personal-and

community self-sJffici.ñ.y, *á enable spending of wages within the local.economy'

2. Local Own"rst ip and Decision-Making - promote ownership and control of

community-baseå businesses, cooperatives, and other resources, and encourage grass-

roots invoivement and democratic decision-making'

3. Local Economic iirrkug., - purchase locally-produced goods and services, and

produce goods and services locally'
4. Re-invest profits back into the Community - re-invest profits in order to expand

local economy and strengthen community self-reliance.

5. Local Knowledge and lt itt l.n.lopment - provide education and training

opportunities that are accessible to local residents'

6. positive Environmental Impact - promote environmental sustainability by building

green, clean and safe communities'
7, Health and \ilelt-being - promote the physical, mental, and emotional health and

well-being of communiiy members at h-ome, workplace and community at-large'

8. Neighbourhood Stability and Community Cohesion - increase community

members commitment to remain and participate in the community
g. Human DigniÇ - foster relationshipi thut build individual self-respect and

community Pride.

E:\rdvsid\NeighbourhoodsAlive!\CommunicationsPackage\CEDFactSheet'doc



Appendix G

CCEDNet Stages - NRCs
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CCEDNET STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT
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Appendix H

NECRC Revenue
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NECRC REVENUE: 2001 & 2002

33%
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Appendix I

Neighbourhood Renewal Fund
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Neighbourhood Renewal Fund
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